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In this paper we generalize Duskin's low dimensional obstruction theory, established for the
Barr-Beck's cotriple cohomology H~, to higher dimensions by giving a new interpretation of
H~+ 1 in terms of obstructions to the existence of non-singular n-extensions or realizations to
n-dimensional abstract kernels. We find a surjective map Obs from the set of all n-dimensional
abstract kernels with center a fixed S-module A to H~+l(S, A) in such a way that an abstract
kernel has a realization if and only if its obstruction vanishes, the set of equivalence classes of
such realizations being in this case a principal homogeneous space over H'::,(S, A).
Introduction
An epimorphism of groups q : E -» S with kernel an abelian group A induces,
by conjugation in E, an S-module structure in A or, equivalently, a homomor-
phism p: S~Aut(A). The problem of classifying all such extensions which induce
p was solved in the 1930's by using factor sets (and later the 2-dimensional
cohomology group H 2(S, A».
Now, if H 4 E -» S is an extension of groups with kernel a non-abelian group
H, the epimorphism only induces a homomorphism p: S~ Out(H) (=Aut(H)/
Int(R». Although not with this terminology, it was observed by Baer [3] that a
pair (R, p: S~ Out(H» need not always be built from such an extension: the
'obstruction' to forming an extension which would induce a given pair (H, p) was
found by Eilenberg and MacLane in [23]. In this paper they formulated the
general problem of group extensions as that of the construction and classification
of all extensions which induce a given pair (R, p), formalizing an 'Obstruction
theory' whose fundamental results can be described as follows:
A pair (R, p) is called an S-abstract kernel if R is a group and p is a
homomorphism from S to Out(H); p induces an S-module structure on Z(R), the
center of H, and this S-module is called the center of the abstract kernel. Then,
for any S-module A,
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(1) There is a mapping
Obs:The set of abstract kernels with center A"-? H\S, A);
(2) Obs is surjective (realizations of obstructions);
(3) An abstract kernel is associated with an extension if and only if its
obstruction vanishes;
(4) If the obstructIon of an S-abstract kernel (H, p) vanishes, then the set of
equivalence classes of extensions which induce (H, p) is a principal homogeneous
space under H 2(S, A).
(2) furnished the first appropriate group-theoretic interpretation of the
cohomology group H 3(S, A) since the set of abstract kernels could be divided up
to make Obs a bijection, in fact, it furnished the only internal interpretation
available before the 1970's (see [36]). A slightly different analysis of the same
information was made by Dedecker [16].
Suppose (H, p) an S-abstract kernel, then one has a crossed module (see
Proposition 1.1) (H!:"Aut(H» where p is given by inner automorphisms and a
morphism p from S to Coker( p) =Out(H). Moreover an extension H 4 E~ S
which induces (R, p) gives a commutative diagram
q
H4 E----70S
II ~~ F
p
H -7 Aut(H) -» Out(H)
with l/J the morphism corresponding to the action by conjugation. Using this
pattern, Dedecker defined an extension of a group S by a crossed module
cP = (H-'» II, l/J) with abstract kernel (Dedecker: crete) p: S-'» Coker(p) =
II/p(H) as a commutative diagram
H4E~S
/I ~ IP ~p
p
H"-? II -'»II/p(H)
where H 4 E -» S is an extension and the action of E on H by conjugation
coincides with that defined via l/J. For Dedecker the generalized problem of group
extensions was that of classifying all cP-extensions with abstract kernel p. As in
the case of the situation considered by Eilenberg and MacLane, Dedecker
observed that p induces an S-module structure on the abelian group Ker(p) = A
(again called the center of the abstract kernel) and that any abstract kernel with
center A has associated with it a 3-cocycle1 of S in A, whose class in H 3 (S, A) is
again called the obstruction of the abstract kernel, since such an abstract kernel
1 The existence of this cocycle was, in fact, already observed by MacLane and Whitehead in 1949,
[37].
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has an extension if and only if its obstruction vanishes. In this case also the set of
equivalence classes of such extensions is a principal homogeneous space under
H 2(S, A).
This general obstruction theory for groups has been translated to many other
algebraic contexts such as associative algebras [40], associative and commutative
algebras [4], Lie algebras [28], etc., by giving an appropriate notion of crossed
module, abstract kernel and non-singular extension. In all of these contexts the
set of equivalence classes of extensions of crossed modules (and realizations of
abstract kernels) were codified using non-abelian cohomology sets which were
defined in terms of non-abelian 2-cocycles [2, 16, 18].
In 1976, Beck [7] gave an interpretation theorem for the Barr-Beck cotriple
cohomology groups H ~ in terms of isomorphism classes of torsors (i.e., principal
homogeneous spaces) under internal abelian groups, observing that in the more
usual algebraic categories these torsors are just simplicial versions of singular
extensions in which S-modules are internal abelian groups above S. Later Duskin
extended this fact to non-abelian extensions in algebraic categories [19, 21]
proving that arbitrary extensions of an object by a crossed module for the classical
theories correspond categorically to torsors under the internal groupoid defined
by the crossed module. Starting with this observation Duskin unified the classical
non-abelian 2-cohomology theories by developing a non-abelian monadic
cohomology theory whose coefficients were internal groupoids. Equivalence
classes of torsors were classified by non-abelian cocycles defined as homotopy
classes of simplicial maps of Beck's 'standard resolution' into the nerve of the
groupoid. At the same time Duskin also observed that the classical notions of
abstract kernels have a canonical formulation in terms of groupoids: an abstract
kernel is a pair (G, p) in which G is an internal groupoid and p is a morphism
from an object S to na(G), its object of connected components; extensions of an
abstract kernel are G-torsors with p in the augmentations. Duskin then outlined a
2-dimensional obstruction theory for Barr-Beck's cotriple cohomology in alge-
braic categories [21] unifying all the classical obstruction theories with the
extension problem in this case being that of classifying all G-torsors which induce
a fixed morphism p: S~ IIa(G).
In the more usual algebraic categories an abstract kernel (G, p: S~ IIa(G)) has
canonically associated an S-module, its center, and a simplicial 2-cocycle whose
class in H~(S, A) was called by Duskin the obstruction of the abstract kernel; an
abstract kernel has an extension (torsor) if and only if its obstruction vanishes (in
which case the set of equivalence classes of such extensions is a principal
homogeneous space under H~(S, A)). Moreover, as in the classical theory, every
element in H~(S, A) comes from such an obstruction.
The main object of this paper is to generalize Duskin's low dimensional
obstruction theory to higher dimensions, thereby giving a new interpretation of
the elements in the cotriple cohomology groups H~(S, A) in algebraic categories
as 'obstructions' to the existence of 'non-singular n-extensions', n ~ 1.
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Indeed, the identification of singular extensions as torsors over the Eilenberg-
MacLane complex K(A, 1), Yoneda n-extensions in abelian categories as
K(A, n)-torsors [25], and Duskin's interpretation of H~(S, A) as equivalence
classes of K(A, n)-torsors [20], shows that K(A, n)-torsors play in a simplicial
way the role of 'singular n-extensions'. Now, what would be non-singular
n-extensions? As we have said, in dimension 1, torsors under internal groupoids
correspond bijectively to classical non-singular (Le. non-abelian) I-extensions;
thus these torsors are clearly simplicial non-singular I-extensions. In 1977, Glenn
[25] made an extensive development of the theory of n-dimensional hyper-
groupoids (including the abelian K(A, n)'s) and n-torsors over them, thereby
giving a natural transition from dimension 1 to higher dimensions. Following
these ideas, Duskin [22] gave an approach to the second cohomology set of a
topos with coefficients in a not necessarily abelian group through equivalence
classes of 2-torsors under certain 2-hypergroupoids associated to the group; and
more recently Duskin jointly with Bullejos [9] solved the problem of obtaining
long exact sequences for non-abelian coefficients (in both algebraic and topologi-
cal settings) via a realization of the n-dimensional cohomology sets using equiva-
lence classes of n-torsors over n-hypergroupoids.
With this background in mind, in the theory we develop, we consider that
n-torsors over arbitrary n-hypergroupoids play simplicially the role of non-
singular n-extensions and indeed, in the more usual algebraic categories, they
correspond precisely to appropriate exact sequences of the form
1~ H~ E
n
- 1~ •••~ Eo~ S~ 1
in which H is non-singular and we pose the general problem of n-extensions as
that of classifying all S-torsors under a hypergroupoid M. which induce a fixed
morphism p:S~ IIo(M.) on the augmentations. Abstract kernels are defined as
pairs (M., p) (as above with M. satisfying a suitable exactness condition which is
always true in dimension one) and such torsors which induce p are the realizations
of (M., p).
The first step in the development of our obstruction theory is that of giving a
classification of the set of equivalence classes of torsors under hypergroupoids in
terms of simplicial cocycles. More specifically, as suggested by the homotopy
representability of the cohomology groups H~(S, A), we define cotriple cohomol-
ogy sets H~(S, M.) with coefficients in an n-hypergroupoid M. as homotopy
classes of simplicial morphisms (n-cocycles) from the standard resolution of S to
M .. These cohomology sets coincide with Barr-Beck's cohomology groups
H~(S, A) when M. is just the abelian hypergroupoid K(A, n) and with Duskin's
cohomology sets when M. is a groupoid. We prove an interpretation theorem
which establishes a natural bijection between our cohomology sets and those of
equivalence classes of realizations for abstract kernels (Theorem 2.18) having as
particular case Duskin's interpretation theorem for the cotriple cohomology
groups H~(S, A) as equivalence classes of K(A, n)-torsors.
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After this step we formulate an n-dimensional obstruction theory whose main
results can be described as follows:
(1) In the more usual algebraic categories an n-dimensional abstract kernel
(M" p: S- [Ja(M.)) has canonically associated an S-module A called its center
and an element Obs(M"p) E H~+l(S, A) called the obstruction of (M., p). This
defines a mapping
Obs :The set of n-dimensional
abstract kernels with center A - H~+l(S, A), n;;::: 1 ;
(2) Obs is surjective (realization of obstructions);
(3) An n-dimensional abstract kernel has a realization if and only if its
obstruction vanishes;
(4) If the obstruction of an n-dimensional abstract kernel vanishes, the set of
equivalence classes of such realizations is a principal homogeneous space over
H~(S, A).
This obstruction theory has interest in itself and since Barr-Beck's cotriple
cohomology theory includes, with a possible one unit shift of dimension, the
classical theories of Eilenberg-MacLane for groups, Hochschild and Shukla for
associative algebras, Chevalley-Eilenberg for Lie algebras, Andre-Quillen and
Harrison for commutative algebras, etc., our higher dimensional obstruction
theory is applicable to all of them. In addition, (4) allows us to give an additional
structure to the non-abelian n-cohomology sets in such a way that it is possible to
determine the equivalence relation associated to each morphism in the non-
abelian cohomology exact sequences of [9,22].
Since Duskin's general 1-cohomology with coefficients in groupoids is on the
base of our higher dimensional cohomology wich will be an essential tool to
develop our higher dimensional obstruction theory, we dedicate Section 1 to
recall Duskin's cohomology and to show explicitly its relationship with Dedecker's
non-abelian 2-cohomology for groups.
We conclude this paper studying the realizations of two particular abstract
kernels, one in groups and the other in commutative algebras, giving also a
non-simplicial interpretation of such realizations in terms of 'non-singular 2-
extensions' H 4 M~ E~ S.
Notations and terminology
In this paper we use standard simplicial terminology. So a simplicial object in a
category C is a system
of objects and morphisms of C in which the morphisms d i (called the face
operators) and the morphisms Sj (called the degeneracy operators) satisfy the
following simplicial identities:
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djdj = dj- 1di ,
SjSj = Sj+ISj ,
Osi<jsn+1,
Osisjsn-1,
i<j,
i = j and i = j + 1 ,
i>j+1.
A simplicial morphism f. : E.~ E: is a family 1" :En~ E~, n ;::: 0, which com-
mutes with all the d/s and s/s.
The category of simplicial objects in C is denoted Simpl(C) and (E., E:)
denotes the set of simplicial morphisms of E. into E:.
If t., g. E (E., E:), a semihomotopy h.: f.~ g. from f. to g. is a system of
morphisms (h7: En~ E:'+I' 0sis n) satisfying the following homotopy identities
with respect to the face operators:
d hn I, d hn d h" hn- 1d f . .00= n' n+l n=gn' i j= j-l i OrlSj,
dj+lh~+1 = dj+lh~ and dih~ = hj-1di_1 for i > j + 1.
A semihomotopy h.: t.~ g. is called a homotopy if it satisfies the following
homotopy identities with respect to the degeneracy operators:
hn- 1 hn f"Si j = j+ISj or l s J , h"- 1 h"Si j = j Si-l for i > j .
[E" E:] denotes the quotient set of (E., E:) under the equivalence relation
generated by homotopy.
d
An augmentated simplicial object, denoted E.~ R is a simplicial object E.
together with a morphism do: Eo~ R such that dodo = dod1. Given augmentated
simplicial objects E.~ R, E:~ S and a morphism p:R~ S, (E., E:)p denotes
the set of simplicial morphisms f.: E.~ E: compatible with p, i.e., satisfying
dofo = pdo, and [E., E:]p the corresponding quotient set.
Given a simplicial object E. and n> 1, the nth simplicial kernel of E. is an
object denoted ..:1 II(E.) together with morphisms di:..:1"(E.)~EI_l' O:::Sisn,
universal with respect to satisfying didj = dj_1d i for all i < j, and for 0 sis n we
denote A7(E.) the object universal with respect to having morphisms
dj :A7(E.)~ EII - 1 for 0 s j s n, j ¥ i, satisfying djdk = dk - 1dj for j < k, k ¥ i,
which is called the object of open i-horns at dimension n. One has a commutative
diagram of canonical morphisms
;\~
..:1 n(E.) Hp) A7(E.)
FIl = (do, ,dll ), K7 =(do, , di - 1,-, d i +1, ... , d ll ) ,
H7 = (do, , di- 1,-, di+1, , dn) .
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E. is called aspherical at dimension n, n> 1, if FIl is a regular epimorphism and
Kan at dimension n if K7, Os; is; n, is a regular epimorphism. Simplicial objects
aspherical (Kan) at all dimensions are called aspherical (Kan).
d
For an augmentated simplicial object E.~R, .1 1(E.) = EOxREo is the kernel
pair of do: Eoo-? R. Such an augmentated simplicial object is called aspherical if
E. is aspherical and the canonical morphism E1o-?.1
1(E.) is an epimorphism; for
more details about simplicial objects, see (20,25].
Let C be an algebraic category (monadic over sets) with cotriple associated to
the monadic forgetful functor C-? Sets, G = (G, 8,8).
For SEC, the cotriple determines an augmentated simplicial object
G.(S) = ... G2(S) Q G(S) -'» S
called the standard resolution of S. Given an abelian group A in C/ R (the
comma-category of objects over R) and S-? R E C/R, there is a cochain complex
defined by CI/(S, A)p = Homc/R(GI/+\S), A) and al/: CI/-? CI/+l the alternating
sum of the homomorphisms induced by the face operators from GIl +2(S) to
G Il +1(S). The homology groups of this complex, denoted by H"(S, p*A), are the
cotriple cohomology groups of S with coefficients in the S-module A via p (see
(6]).
1. Cohomology with coefficients in groupoids. Simplicial version of the non-abelian
2-cocycles
After Dedecker's non-abelian cohomology theory for groups with coefficients in
crossed modules [16] and Beck's interpretation theorem in terms of 'l-torsors' [7],
Duskin [19,21] developed in a simplicial way a non-abelian monadic cohomology
theory with coefficients in internal groupoids giving a classification theorem,
analogous to Beck's theorem, by the notion of torsors under a groupoid.
Duskin's non-abelian monadic cohomology makes possible the unification of
those non-abelian cohomology theories which have been developed following
Dedecker's model in many other algebraic contexts as Lie algebras, associative or
associative and commutative algebras, ... , [4,28,40] in the same way that
Barr-Beck's abelian cotriple cohomology [6] allows the unification of the more
important cohomology theories in algebraic contexts.
Since this general cohomology with coefficients in groupoids is the first stage for
our n-dimensional generalization, we will give in this section a background for it
showing explicitly its relationship with Dedecker's non-abelian cohomology for
groups.
Let us start seeing the relation between the coefficients used by Dedecker in his
non-abelian cohomology theory of groups and the ones used by Duskin in this
case.
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Let us remember that a crossed module is a system cP == (H~ G,
l/f: G~ Aut(H)) with Hand G groups and p and l/f group homomorphisms,
satisfying
(i) p(Ch):: g + p(h) - g, g E G, hE H ,
(ii) p(h)h'=h+h'-h, h,h'EH,
where ch == l/f(g)(h).
A crossed module morphism is a commutative diagram
cP:H~G
r == (j, 'Y) 1j p' },
cP':H'--G'
such that j(8h) == Y(8)j(h), for all g E G and hE H. We will denote XM the
corresponding category of crossed modules and morphisms between them.
On the other hand, an internal groupoid in an arbitrary algebraic category C
(i.e., C monadic over sets) is a diagram
satisfying
(i) doso= dlso == id;
(ii) Associativity. m(m(x, y), z) == m(x, m(y, z));
(iii) Unities. m(x, sodlx) == x == m(sodox, x);
(iv) Inverses exist. For all x E G I there exists a unique X-I E G I such that
m(x, X-I) == sodox and m(x-\ x) == sodlx.
The morphism m is called the multiplication of G and m(x, y) is usually
denoted by xy.
A morphism of groupoids f: G~ G' is a commutative diagram
The corresponding category of groupoids in C is denoted by GPD(C).
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Let us now study the category GPD(Groups). Given a simplicial truncated
diagram
in groups, there is a unique candidate for the multiplication morphism
m: GI dJ X do G I~ G I in order to complete the diagram to a groupoid; this is given
by m(x, y) = x - sodlx + Y (if such a morphism m exists, then m(x, y) = m(x-
sodjx + sodlx, sod1x - sod1x + y) = m(x, sodjx) - m(sodjx, sodlx) + m(sodlx, y)
= x - sodlx + y).
Since doso = id, every element in GI can be expressed uniquely as a sum
h + so(x) with hE H = ker(do) and x E Go, so GI = H XI Go the semidirect prod-
uct, and
m(h + so(x), h' + so(d1(h) + x)) = h' + h + so(x),
thus, m is a group homomorphism if and only if
We can now see the relationship between the categories of crossed modules and
groupoids in groups.
If G is a groupoid in groups and H=Ker(do), then conjugation in G j via So
defines an action homomorphism 1jJ: Go~ Aut(H), "h = so(x) + h - so(x), x E
p=dJIH •Go, hE Hand (fJ(G) = (H--,) Go, 1jJ) IS a crossed module.
Moreover, a morphism of groupoids f: G~G' induces a morphism of crossed
modules (fJ(f) = UI/Ker(do), fa): (fJ(G)~ (fJ(G'). So we have a functor (fJ(-):
GPD(Groups)~XM which is an equivalence; a pseudo inverse for it is defined
by associating to any crossed module (fJ = (H~ G, 1jJ) the groupoid
So
~
G((fJ) = (H XI G) d x d (H xl G)~H XIG~ GJ 0 ~
where do(h, g) = g, dl(h, g) = p(h) + g, so(g) =(0, g) and m((h, g), (ii, p(h) +
g)) = (ii + h, g); and to a crossed module morphism T == (j, "I): (fJ-'Io (fJ' the
groupoid morphism G(T) =(/p "I): G( (fJ)~ G((fJ'), where fl (h, g) =
(j(h), "I(g)).
Thus we have
Proposition 1.1 (Aznar [2], Duskin [19]). The category of crossed modules XM is
equivalent to the category of groupoids in groups GPD(Groups).
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1.1. Quick review of Dedecker's 2-cohomology for groups
Let us remember the fundamental notions of Dedecker's non-abelian cohomol-
ogy for groups.
Given a crossed module lfJ == (H~ G, l/J) and a group X, a 2-cocycle of X
with coefficients on cP is a pair of maps (f: X x X ~ H, P : X ~ G) which satisfy
(i) 1fr(x) + P(y) == pf(x, y) + P(x + y) ,
(ii) 'l'(X)f(Y, z) + f(x, y + z) == f(x, y) + f(x + y, z), x, y, z EX.
These 2-cocycles are clearly generalizations of MacLane's factor sets. We
denote Z2(X, lfJ) the set of 2-cocycles of X with coefficients in lfJ.
Two 2-cocycles (f, 1Ji) and (f', 1Ji1) are equivalent if there exists a map
y : X -? H such that
(i) P'(x) = py(x) + 1Ji(x) ,
(ii) f'(x, y) = rex) + Vf(X)r(y) + f(x, y) - rex + y), x, Y EX.
This establishes an equivalence relation in Z2(X, cP) and the quotient set
H\X, cP) is by definition the set of 2-cohomology of X with coefficients on cP.
There is in H 2(X, lfJ) a subset O\X, <P) of distinguished elements called neutral
elements which correspond to those classes of 2-cocycles (0, P) (neutral co-
cycles), with 1Ji: X -? G a group homomorphism.
The set H\X, <P) has an interpretation in terms of equivalence classes of
non-singular group extensions. In fact, an extension by the crossed module
cP = (H~ G, l/J) (<P-extension of X) is a commutative diagram
H~E~X
E= II Ip
H~G
where H 4 E~ X is a short exact sequence of groups such that the action of E on
H by conjugation coincides with that induced by p, i.e. e + h - e = p(e)h, e E E,
hEH.
We will denote by Ext(X, <P) the set of equivalence classes of <P-extensions of
X under the natural equivalence relation.
Given E a lfJ-extension of X, we can associate to it a 2-cocycle of X with
coefficients in CP, (j, P), as follows: To each x E X choose a representative u(x)
in E, that is an element u(x) with q(u(x» == x, in particular let us choose u(O) = 0,
and define 1Ji(x) = p(u(x» and f(x, y)::::: u(x) + u(y) - u(x + y). This is really a
2-cocycle since
and
1Ji(x) + P(y) -1Ji(x + y) = pf(x, y) = pf(x, y)
f(x, y) + f(x + y, z) - f(x, y + z)
=u(x) + u(y) - u(z) - u(y + z) - u(x) = Vf(XY(y, z) .
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Note that (f,1Jt) is a normalized 2-cocycle in the sense that 1Jt(0) == 0 and
f(x, 0) = 0 = f(O, x), x E X.
The 2-cocycle (f, 'IJf) depends on a choice of representatives, but if u'(x) is a
second set of representatives, then u'(x) and u(x) lie in the same coset, so there is
a function y: X -?> H given by y(x) = u'(x) - u(x) and the new 2-cocycle is
'lJf/(X) = py(x) + 1Jt(x) and f'(x, y) = y(x) + '1f (X)y(y) + f(x, y) - r(x + y), so both
cocycles represent the same class in H 2(X, ep).
Therefore we have a canonical map 8: Ext(X, ep) -?> H 2(X, ep) .
In order to observe that 8 is a bijection, note that any 2-cocycle (f',1Jt /) is
equivalent to a normalized one (f,1Jt), where P(x) == -pf'(O, 0) + 1ft I (x) and
f(x, y) = -1'(0,0) - 'i"(x)f(O, 0) + f'(x, y) +1'(0,0). Then, if we define O(f, P)
as the class in Ext(X, ep) of the extension
H~E~X
E= II lp
H~G
where E = H x X with addition given by (h, x) + (h', y) = (h + '1t(x)h ' +
f(x, y), x + y), q(h, x) = x, j(h) == (h, 0) and p(h, x) == p(h) + tJt(x), it is
straightforward to see that 0is an inverse of 8.
Therefore we have a natural bijection HZCX, ep) ~ Ext(X, ep).
The elements of 02(X, ep) correspond by the above bijection to isomorphism
classes of split extensions, that is extensions such as H 4 H Xl X ~ X with H Xl X
the semidirect product group of H by X, where the action of X on H is given via a
homomorphism 1Jt: X -?> G.
1.2. Duskin's 1-cohomology for algebraic categories
In this subsection C will be an algebraic category with cotriple G == (G, 8, 8)
associated to the monadic forgetful functor C-?> Sets, such that for any object X
the standard cotriple resolution
"0
~ do
G.(X) = ... G2(X)===t G(X)~X
d j
is aspheriscal (tIlis condition is satisfied in the more usual categories as Groups,
Associative algebras, Lie algebras, ... [41]).
Duskin defines the set of i-cohomology of X with coefficients in a groupoid G
as the set of homotopy classes of simplicial morphisms from G.(X) to the
simplicial object Ner(G), the nerve of the groupoid.
Let us recall the concept of nerve. Suppose
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So
/d;\
G=GI~ Go
d1
is an internal groupoid in C with multiplication denoted xy. The simplicial object
Ner(G) is defined by
(Ner(G))i = Gi , i =0, 1 ,
and in general
(Ner(G»1I = {(Xl"'" xlI)E G~ such that dOxj + 1 = d1xj ,
O~j~n-1};
the face operators di : Ner(G)n --i> Ner(G)n_l are
1si~n-1,
and the degeneracies Si: Ner(G)II_1 --i> Ner(G)ll are
1si::Sn-2,
A 1-cocycle of an object X with coefficients in a groupoid G is by definition a
simplicial morphism from G.(X) to Ner(G). We denote Z~(X, G) the set of such
cocycles, i.e., Z~(X, G) = (G.(X), Ner(G».
The homotopy relation defines an equivalence relation in Z~(X, G) and the
corresponding quotient set H~(X, G) = [iG,(X), Ner(G)] is the set of cotriple
1-cohomology of X with coefficients in G [21]. There is in H~(X, G) a subset
O~(X, G) of distinguished elements ('neutral elements'), those classes of 1-
cocycles (S~P'd~+I)II"'o ('neutral 1-cocycles') with P': X --i> Go a morphism.
Now, it is possible to describe this 1-cohomology using the simplicial 'covering'
of X,
A ........
Cosko(iG(X) -» X) = .. 'G(X) X x G(X) x x iG(X) =t G(X) X x G(X) =t
iG(X)-» X.
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In fact, the asphericity of G.(X) implies
(i) The canonical simplicial morphism q.:G.(X)-7Cosko(G(X)""*X) given
by qn(z) = (d~z, d~-Idnz, ... , dod2 •.• dnz, dld2 ••• dnz), Z E Gn+I(X), is a
surjective epimorphism in any dimension.
(ii) Any simplicial morphism f. E (iG.(X), Ner(G)) factors uniquely through
the simplicial morphism q.,
G.(X)~
t.1 ~/COSkO(iG (X) -.,» X)
Ner(iG)""/
(iii) Any homotopy between simplicial morphisms in (G. (X), Ner(G)) induces
another one between the corresponding factorizations through q.
Consequently, q. induces natural bijections
Z~(X, Gr~ (Cosko(G(X) -.,» X), Ner(G)) ,
H~(X, G);:; [Cosko(G(X)-7 X), Ner(G)] .
It is easy to see that any simplicial morphism f.: Cosko(G(X)~ X)-7 Ner(G) is
completely determined by its truncation Up fo), since for n 2':: 2
Conversely, a truncated simplicial morphism
extends to a simplicial morphismf.:Cosko(G(X)-,,»X)-7Ner(G) if and only if
the 'cocycle condition' fl(xo, xl )fl(xl' x 2 ) = fl(xo, x2 ) is verified for any
(xo, xp x 2 ) E G(X) x x iG(X) x x G(X).
Also, any homotopy h.:f.-7g., for f., g.E(Cosko(G(X)""*X), Ner(G)), is
completely determined by its truncation h~:G(X) -7 GI; and a morphism h~
defines a homotopy from f. to g. if only if the conditions
(i) doh~ = fo ,
(ii) d l h~ = go and
(iii) ft (xo, xI)h~(Xl) = h~(XO)gl (xo, Xl)' (Xo, XI) E G(X) x x G(X)
are fulfilled.
The set H~(X, G) has an interpretation in terms of equivalence classes of
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G-torsors over X, or principal homogeneous spaces over X under G. In fact, a
G-torsor over X is a truncated simplicial morphism
such that p is a surjective epimorphism, the square
is a pullback, and for any (xo, XI' x 2 ) E E x x E x x E the cocycle condition
is satisfied.
A morphism of G-torsor over X is a commutative diagram
i.e., a morphism f: E-7 E' such that p'f= p, t~f= to and t;U x f) = t l .
Using Grothendieck's lemma [25, Lemma 2.3.1] one can deduce that every
G-torsor morphism is an isomorphism [25, Proposition 2.3.2]. We will denote the
set of isomorphism classes of G-torsors over X by Torsl[X, G].
Now, we can associate to. any G-torsor E over X a 1-cocycle f. from
Cosko(G(X)~X) to Ner(G) as follows: Choose a morphism q:G(X)-7E such
that
G(X)~X
ql II
E~X
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is commutative, and define fo::::: toq :G(X) --? Go and fl::::: tl (q X q) :
G(X) x x G(X) --? G I' It is straightforward to see that Up fo) is a truncated
simplicial morphism which satisfies the cocycle condition and extends to a
simplicial morphism f. :Cosko(G(X) -* X) --? Ner(G). The simplicial morphism f.
depends on a choice of q, but if q' is a second morphism with pq':::::
do:G(X)-*X, then there is a morphism h~:::::tl(q,q'):G(X)--?EXxE--?GI
such that doh~::::: fo, dlh~::::: f' and for any element (xo, Xl) E G(X) x xG(X),
fl(XO' xl)h~(XI)::::: tl(q(xo), q(X1»t1(q(XI ), q'(x1»
::::: tl(q(xo), q'(xo»/I(q'(Xo), q'(xl »
::::: hg(xo)f~(xo, XI) .
So the simplicial morphisms f. and f: are homotopic and both define the same
class in H~(X, G).
Therefore we have· a canonical map 8: Tors[X, GJ --? H~(X, G).
In order to see that 8 is a bijection, let us build its inverse 0:
Suppose f. E (Cosko(G(X) -* X), Ner(G», we consider the morphisms
rr
G(X) x x G(X) lid X d GI ==::; G(X) foX do G1a 1 a '7
where o-(xo, xl' z)::::: (xo, fl(xo, xl)z) and 7](xo, x!' z)::::: (Xl> z), these morphisms
define an equivalence relation, and so a kernel pair whose coequalizer 'Y gives an
exact sequence
rr y
G(X) xxG(X) fodo x do GI=::; G(X) foX do G1---'» E .
'7
pr .. - pr
Now, the morphisms G(X) ,xd GI-G(X)-*X, G(X), xd GI -G1d JO a JO a
----4 Go induce a surjective epimorphism p : E -* X and a morphism to: E --? Go
respectively and since 'Y x x 'Y ::::: coeq(0- X X 0-, 7] X X 7]) and the morphism
g: (G(X) foX do G1 ) x x (G(X) foX do GJ--? GI
given by g«xo, Zo), (Xl' Zl):=:: Z~I1; (xo, X1)Zl satisfies the equality g(O' X xu):::::
g( 'YJ x x'YJ), there is a unique morphism II: E x x E-? °1 such that t1('Y x x 'Y) ::::: g.
We have a truncated simplicial diagram
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We claim that p: E""""'» X and (t1' to) is a G-torsor over X; in fact, for any
('}'(xa, zo), y(x!, ZI)' y(x2, Z2)) E E xxE xxE,
tI(Y(XO' zo), y(xl , Zl))tl('}'(Xl , Zl)' y(x2, Z2))
= Z~l fl(XO' Xl)ZlZ~l fl(X l , X2)Z;-l
= Z~lIt (xo, X2)Z2 = t l (y(xa, zo), y(x2' Z2))
so the cocycle condition is satisfied. Moreover the morphism
is an isomorphism whose inverse is given by
Ift E (cosko(G(X)""""'» X), Ner(G)), h,: f. -? f: is a homotopy and the G-torsor
over X associated to f. is (p': E' -? X, U;, tb)), then there is a G-torsor morphism
E~E' given by y(x, z)~y'(x, h~(X)-lZ). In this way we have defined the map 8.
Clearly e8 is the identity and conversely, let E be a G-torsor over X,
~ ~ p ~-q:G(X)~E a morphism with pq = do:G(X)""""'»X and let E= (E---7X, t I , to)
be the G-torsor associated to the cocycle which extends to (tI(q X q), toq) by the
~onstruction which defines 8. Thus, 8e[E] = [EJ, but there is a G-torsor map
E~ E induced by the composition
therefore [E] = [E] and so 8e =: 1.
Moreover, the elements of O~(X, G) correspond by the above bijection to the
isomorphism classes of split G-torsors, that is G-torsors such as
(300/, 1)
~ k--'
(G1 d X 1[' X) X x (G1 d X X)~ G1 d X .,. X ----» X
o l~f~
Gl :Go
for tp: X ~ Go a morphism.
1.3. The relation between Dedeker's and Duskin's cohomologies
In this subsection we will describe the relationship between Dedecker's cocycles
(cohomology, extensions) and Duskin's cocyles (cohomology, torsors) in the
category of groups.
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In this context we have the monadic adjoint pair of functors F -I U where
F: Sets-i> Groups is the free group functor and U the forgetful functor. We denote
'Y/ : 1-i> UF and s: FU -i> 1 the unit and the counit of the adjunction, G = (G =
FU, 8, s) the induced cotriple in groups and for each group X, G.(X) will denote
the standard resolution of X.
G(-)
Let us recall that XM ( ) GPD (Groups) establishes an equivalence of
<1>(-)
categories, this will allow to compare Dedecker's 2-cocycles with Duskin's
1-cocyc1es.
{J
Proposition 1.2. Given a group X and a crossed module ep = (H -i> G, t/J) there
exists a canonical bijection Z2(X, ep) == Z~(X, G(X, ep)) which maps one-to-one
neutral 2-cocycies into neutral l-cocycies.
Proof. One can observe without much difficulty that Ker(e :G(X)~ X) is the free
group with base the set {'Y/(x) + 'I')(y) - 'I')(x + y): x, y E X}, where '1'): X -i> G(X)
is the canonical inclusion map.
Then, given maps f: X x X -i> Hand tJt: X -i> G l they determine unique mor-
phisms gl: Ker( s) -i> H and go: G(X) -i> G by the conditions go 'Y/(x) =1Ji'(x) and
f(x, y) =gl ('Y/(x) + 'Y/(y) - 'Y/(x + y)). Since every element in G(X) x xG(X) has a
unique expression such as (z, v + z), v E Ker(s), z E G(X), there is a unique map
g1 : G(X) x x G(X) -i> H XI G making commutative the diagram
SO=<1
~Ker(e)~G(X) xxG(X)~G(X)
~l fl do fO
H
given by gl (z, V + z) = (gl (v), go(z)). This map gt is a homomorphism if and only
if the condition
is satisfied for all z E G(X) and v E Ker(e); this condition is true if and only if it is
satisfied by the generators of G(X) and Ker(e); i.e.,
gO(T)(X))gl ('Y/( y) + 'Y/(z) - '1')( Y + z))
=gl('Y/(X) + 'Y/(Y) + 'Y/(z) - 'Y/(Y + z) - 'Y/(x))
for all x, y, z E X. But this is equivalent to
'P(X)f(y, z) = f(x, y) + f(x + y, z) - f(x, y + z) .
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So gl is a homomorphism if and only if the pair of maps (f,1Jr) satisfies the
second condition defining a Dedecker's 2-cocyle of X with coefficients in <P.
Besides, by construction dogl = godo and gJSO = sogo, so the pair (gl' go) is a
truncated simplicial morphism
if and only if dJgJ = god J. Now, since dlgl(Z, v + z) = pgl(V) + go(z), dlgJ=godl
if and only if pgl(V) = go(v) or equivalently pglC'ry(X) + 1](Y) -7](x + y» =
go(7](x) + 7](Y) -7](x + y» for all x, y E X, or pf(x, y) = P(x) + P(y) - P(x + y)
which is just the first condition defining a Dedecker's 2-cocycle for (f, P).
Since any truncated simplicial morphism (gl' go) is uniquely associated to a
pair (I,1Jr) in the above fashion, where (f(x, y), 0) = gJ (0, 7](x) +7](Y) - 7](x +
y» and 1Jr(x) = go(7](x» , we have a canonical bijection between the set of
Dedecker's 2-cocycles (I, 1Jr) of X with coefficients in 4J and the set of truncated
simplicial morphisms
Now, any truncated simplicial morphism (gl' go) always satisfies the following
cocycle condition: For any (zo, z 1> Z2) E G(X) x x G(X) x x G(X) ,
gl(20 , Zl)gl(Zl' 22) = (gl(ZI - Zo), go(ZO»(gl(Z2 - 21), gO(ZI»
= (gJ(Z2 - Zl) + gl(Zj - Zo), go(zo» = (gl(Z2 - Zo), go(Zo»
= gj (zo, Z2) .
We have just a bijection () : Z2(X, 4J) == Z~(X, G(4J» which clearly maps neutral
2-cocycles into neutrall-cocycles. 0
The following proposition will show that two Dedecker's cocycles are equival-
ent if and only if theirs images by () are homotopic:
Proposition 1.3. Given 2-cocycles (f, P), (f', Pi) E Z2(X, <P), there is a canoni-
cal bijection between the set of maps 'Y : X~ H which define Dedecker's equiva-
lences from (f,1Jr) to (f1,1Jr ' ) and the set of homotopies from 0(1, P) to
O(f',1Jr').
Proof. Let us denote 0(1, P) = (gl' go) and 0(1', Pi) = (g~, gf). Since G(X) is
free on {7](x): x E X}, giving a morphism h~ :G(X)~ H Xl G such that dohg = go
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and dlh~==g~, is equivalent to giving a map r:X-'i>H such that 1JI1(X)=
pr(x) + 1JI(x) (h~(7](x» == (r(x), 1Jt(x» , x EX).
Now, the homotopy condition
gl(Z, z')h~(Z') = h~(z)g;(z, Zl), (z, zl)EG(X) xxG(X) (A)
is equivalent to the condition
f'(x, y) == rex) + 'l'(x)r(y) + f(x, y) - r(x +Y), x, Y E X (B)
for Dedecker's equivalent cocycles. In fact, since both members in (A) define
morphisms from G(X) x x iG(X) to H XI G, any element of G(X) x x G(X) can be
expressed as (0, v) + (z, z), v E KerB, z E G(X), and for elements as (z, z) the
equality (A) is easily verified, to prove (A) ¢::> (B) it is enough to see that (B) is
equivalent to
gl (0, 7](x) + 7]( y) - 7](x + y»h~(7](x) + 7](Y) - 7](x + y»
;, g~(O, 7](x) + 7](Y) -7](x + y»
which is clearly equivalent to
(f(x, y), 0)( rex) + 11'(X)r(y) - P(,~)+P(Y)-P(x+Y)r(x + y), 1JI(x) + 1JI(y)
- 1Jt(x + y» == (f'(X, y), 0)
and this to
f'(x, y) == rex) + P(X)r(y) - P(X)+P(Y)-P(x+Y)r(x + y) + f(x, y) .
But 1JI(x) + 1Jt(y) - 1Jt(x + y) == pf(x, y) (cocycle condition) and pf('~'Y)r(x + y) ==
[(x, y) + r(x + y) - [(x, y) (crossed module condition), so the last equality is just
(B). 0
Corollary 1.4. For any group X and crossed module 4>, e induces a canonical
bijection
mapping bijectively 02(X, 4» into O~(X, G(4>)). 0
The interpretation results showed in Propositions 1.2 and 1.3, and the above
corollary give a natural bijection
Ext(X, 4» ~ Tors(X, G(4»)
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for any group X and crossed module c[J = (H~ G, P). Finally, we will describe
the way in which extensions of X by the crossed module c[J turn out to be torsors
over X under the groupoid G( c[J ): If
is a torsor over X under G(c[J), then Ker( p : E"""* X) = Ker(da: E X x E ---,lo E) =
Ker(da:H ><1 G---,lo G) = H, and so we have a commutative diagram
H~E~X
II Ito
H~G
where j(h) is the unique element of E such that t1(0, j(h» = (h, 0) E H Xl G, and
where the action of E on H by conjugation coincides with that induced by ta, since
for e E E, hE H we have
t1(0, e + j(h) - e) = t1(Li(e) + (0, j(h» - Li(e»
=(0, ta(e» + (h, 0) - (0, ta(e» = (ta(e)h, 0)
and so e + j(h) - e = jCo(e)h).
Conversely, if
is an extension of X by c[J, it determines canonically, up to isomorphism, a torsor
over X under G(c[J) which is given by
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where lI(e, j(h) + e) = (h, lo(e)). This t l is a morphism since the action of E on H
by conjugation coincides with that induced via to' The condition E x x E ===
(H XI G) x G E is clear.
2. Monadic cohomology with coefficients in hypergroupoids
As we said in Section 1 groupoids are adequate coefficients to establish, at
dimension one, a non-abelian cotriple cohomology which makes possible the
unified treatment of the classical abelian and non-abelian cohomology theories
developed in some algebraic systems.
Although not in an algebraic context, Dedecker [15] defined non-abelian
2-dimensional cohomology sets for paracompact spaces whose coefficients can be
interpreted in a simplicial way as a special kind of simplicial objects in the
category of sheaves which nowaday are known as 2-hypergroupoids. It was Glenn
[25] who made an extensive development of the theory of hypergroupoids and
torsors over them, objects introduced by natural transition from dimension one to
higher dimensions. Taking the hypergroupoids K(A, n) as coefficients, he defined
cohomology groups by torsors over them giving a unified treatment for the
abelian cohomology theories (algebraic and topological).
In the more usual algebraic categories, n-torsors under n-hypergroupoids would
play the role of 'non-singular n-extensions' and n-torsors over the hypergroupoids
K(A, n) the role of 'singular n-extensions'.
With all of these ideas in mind, Duskin [22] gives an approach to the definition
of the second cohomology sets of a topos with coefficients in non-abelian internal
groups by equivalence classes of 2-torsors under certain 2-hypergroupoids as-
sociated to the groups, extending three more points the classical six-term exact
sequence in cohomology associated to a short exact sequence of groups. And
recently Duskin jointly with Bullejos solve the problem of obtaining a long exact
sequence in non-abelian cohomology, in both algebraic and topological contexts,
realizing the n-dimensional cohomology sets by equivalence classes of torsors
under certain hypergroupoids.
In algebraic contexts, considering the n-hypergroupoids K(A, n), equivalence
classes of n-torsors over K(A, n) of an object X are classified by the Barr-Beck
cohomology groups H~(X, A) [6] which can be defined as [iG.(X), K(A, n)], Le.
homotopy classes of cocycles from the standard resolution.
Also, as we saw in Section 1, equivalence classes of 1-torsors under a groupoid
G over X are classified by H~(X, iG) = [iG.(X) , Ner(G)].
Then, the question arises of how equivalence classes of torsors over X under an
arbitrary n-hypergroupoid M. compare with homotopy classes of 'cocycles' from
the standard resolution to M., i.e. [iG.(X), M.]. Moreover defining H~(X, M.) =
[iG.(X) , M.l we will be in an appropriate setting to develop higher dimdnsional
obstruction theory.
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The framework in which this section is developed is a comma category C/ R,
where C is an algebraic category with cotriple G associated to the monadic
forgetful functor U:C~Sets such that the standard resolution of any object is
aspheriscal.
2.1 n-hypergroupoids
Hypergroupoids will be used as coefficients to define higher dimensional
cohomology sets, and so they will play an important role in the definition of
n-dimensional abstract kernels.
Definition 2.1 (Glenn [25]). An n-dimensional hypergroupoid (n-hypergroupoid),
n;:::: 1, is a simplicial object M. such that for 0~ iSm and all m > n the morphism
is an isomorphism.
An n-hypergroupoid will be called exact if it is aspheriscal at dimension m for
1~ m :s; n and connected (i. e., the canonical morphisms
and Mo~ R are surjective epimorphisms).
A first example of a hypergroupoid is given by the nerve of a groupoid. If G is a
groupoid as in Section 1 it is plain to observe that Ner(G) (see Subsection 1.3) is a
I-hypergroupoid, and conversely any I-hypergroupoid, G., is, up to simplicial
isomorphism, the nerve of the groupoid
where the multiplication morphism m is given by the composition
(see [25] for details). Since for groupoids G and H, simplicial morphisms from
Ner(G) to Ner(H) are in one-to-one correspondence with morphisms of
groupoids from G to H, the functor Ner(-) establishes a natural equivalence
between the category of groupoids and the full subcategory of the category of
simplicial objects whose objects are I-hypergroupoids.
Other canonical examples of n-hypergroupoids are given by the Eilenberg-
MacLane complexes K(A, n), for A an internal abelian group, which are given
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by K(A, n)m = R, O:s m:s n -1, K(A, n)" = A, K(A, n)"+l = A"+l
( (,,+1) ,,+1 A d ( ) "''' ( )"-1=Ax n '" x R A, d;=pr;:A ~ , ,,+1 ao,···,a ll =='-';=0 -1 a;
(where +: A x R A~ A is the structure), and in higher dimensions K(A, n)
consists of simplicial kernels.
Note that it is possible to give an alternative definition of n-hypergroupoid in
the same fashion as that of groupoid, i.e., an n-hypergroupoid may be defined as
the nerve of an n-truncated simplicial object together with a partial (n + 1)-ary
operation [];,
(chosen i, 0::;; i:s n + 1) such that adequated hyper-associativity, hyper-unity and
hyper-inverse laws are satisfied and also
if j < i ,
if j > i ,
2.2. The cohomology sets
Using hypergroupoids as coefficients, functorial cohomology sets are defined
here, generalizing the abelian cotriple cohomology and the classical non-abelian
cohomologies in low dimensions.
Definition 2.2. Let M. be an n-hypergroupoid and S~ R and object over R. The
nth cotriple cohomology set, H~(S, M.)p' of S with coefficients in M. relative to
p, is defined by the set of homotopy classes of simplicial morphisms in C/R from
the standard cotriple resolution of S~ R into M., i.e.,
H~(S, M.)p == [G.(S), M,Jp .
These H~ are functorial in both variables (contravariant in the first one).
Clearly this cohomology for 1-hypergroupoids is just Duskin's cohomology with
coefficients in groupoids (taking R the final object of C) and therefore it includes
the classical non-abelian 2-cohomology theories with coefficients in crossed
modules [2,16,18]. Moreover, as a consequence of [20, Proposition 3.7] we have
Proposition 2.3. Given A an abelian group in C /Rand S~ R an object over R,
there is a natural isomorphism
H~(S, K(A, n»p ~ H~(S, p* A)
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where H~(S, p* A) is Barr-Beck's cotriple cohomology of S with coefficients in
the S-module A via p [5].
The following lemma proved by Duskin in [20] allows us to obtain this
cohomology in a tech fashion replacing coverings by hypercoverings.
Lemma 2.4. Let E,.....,. R be an augmentated simplicial object with aU-splitting
s = (s,,) "",,0' and p: S.....,. R a morphism. Then there exists a unique simplicial
morphism r: G.(S).....,. E, which is compatible with p and the U-splittings s of E,
and the canonical one of G.(S) given by the unit of the adjunction.
Moreover, iff.: G.(S).....,. E. is any simplicial morphism compatible with p, there
is a homotopy h.: f . .....,. f~.
Definition 2,5. (i) A simplicial object E. in CIS is a hypercovering of S if it is
aspheriscal in all dimensions and Eo""* S is a surjective epimorphism. HC(S) will
denote the full subcategory of Simpl(CIS) whose objects are the hypercoverings
of S.
(ii) Given p: S.....,. R an object over Rand M. an n-hypergroupoid in CIR, an
n-cocycle over S with coefficients in M . (or under M.) relative to p is an element
of (E" M,)p for any E, E HC(S).
Let us note now that if E. ""* S is a hypercovering of S, then the augmentated
simplicial set U(E.)""* U(S) is split, so applying Lemma 2.4 to p = Is, there exists
a unique (up to homotopy class) lifting of the identity map Is to a simplicial
morphism from G,(S) to E .. As an immediate consequence of this fact we get
Proposition 2.6. Let M. be an n-hypergroupoid in C IR. There is a natural
bijection
H~(S, M .)p;:; lim [-, M.]p .
HC(S)
In this sense we say that the cohomology sets H~ can be defined in a tech
fashion as homotopy classes of n-cocycles under refinement by hypercoverings.
Our efforts are now dedicated to study in detail cocycles under hypergroupoids,
giving technical results which will be very useful when working with such cocycles.
Previously let us recall that an n-truncated simplicial object F. tr consists only of
Fo, ... , F" and the usual face and degeneracy morphisms between them. The
process of n-truncating is a functor (usually denoted by Tr("») which has a right
adjoint denoted Cosk" and is built up by iterating simplicial kernels to truncated
simplicial objects. The universal adjunction property gives a natural bijection
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so to give a simplicial morphism f.: E. - Coskn(F. tr), it will be enough to give its
n-truncation.
This fact can be applied to cocycles since for any hypergroupoid M. one has
M. == Coskn+1(Tr(n+l)(M.)). In fact, for m> n + 1 the canonical morphism H'(' in
the diagram
is injective since, given
djxi = djYi for all j =0, ... , m - 1 and therefore Xi =Yi just because they are two
elements of M m - 1 == A:=~(M.).
Therefore, giving an n-cocycle f,: E. - M, j~ equivalent to giving an (n +
I)-truncated simplicial morphism f.tr:Trn+l(E.)-Trn+\M.). But for a fixed
i, 0::;:;; i::;:;; n + 1,
which implies that
and so an n-cocycle is determined by its n-truncation. Conversely, an n-truncated
simplicial morphism f.tr:Trn(E.)-Tr"(M.) has an extension to an n-cocycle if
and only if the morphism
satisfies the simplicial identities which reduce to
Thus, we have
Lemma 2.7. Let M. be an n-hypergroupoid in C/R, S!.:,.R an object over Rand
E. E HC(S).
To give an n-cocycle f.: E. - M. relative to p is equivalent to an n-truncated
simplicial morphism, compatible with p, f.tr :Tr"(E.) _Tr"(M.) satisfying the
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'cocycle condition': There is an i, 0:5 i:5 n + 1, such that
Note that if the above equality is true for i, then so it is for an arbitrary
j,O:5j':5n+l.
In the same way we can observe that homotopies between cocycles are
equivalent to truncated homotopies satisfying a 'homotopy condition'.
Lemma 2.8. Let M. be an n-hypergroupoid in CIR, S.!,.R an object over Rand
t., g. E (E., M.)p two n-cocycles.
A homotopy (semihomotopy) h.: t.~ g. is determined by its truncation h. tr :=
(h~, 0:5 i :5 k:5 n - 1), and a truncated homotopy (semi-homotopy) h. tr :=
(h~, 0:5 i:5 k::5 n -1) extends to a homotopy (semi-homotopy) h.: t.~ g. if and
only if the following 'homotopy condition' is satisfied:
Being Xl' ... , XII : En~ Mil the morphisms inductively given by
X d ( n+l)-l(f, hn- 1d h"-1d )1 = 1 K 1 11'-' Q 1'" ., Q II'
Xi +1 == di +1(K7:11)-1
(h"-1d h"-1d X h"-1d hn- 1d )i-I 0"'·' i-1 i-I' j,-, i 1+1"'" l n'
X d (k"+1)-1(h"-ld h"-ld X h"-1d )n = n n n-2 0"'" n-2 n-2~ n-l'-' n-l n ,
we have
X d (KlI'r1)-1(hn-ld h,,-ld )n = n n n-l 0"'" n-l 1l ..... 1'-' gn .
Proof. Using the isomorphism K'(': Mm ;;' A'('(M.), m ==: n + 1, and the semisim-
plicial homotopy identities, it is not difiicult to prove that a homotopy h.: f.~ g.
is determined by its truncation h. tr := (h~, 0:::; i:5 k ':5 n -1) and that X i := d j h7_1'
1 <: • <: X = d h" := d h" := d (K II +1)-1(hll - 1d h ll - 1d - ).
-l_ n, so " n 11-1 II II II II n-1 Q..... n-l n-1' , gn ,
consequently the homotopy condition is satisfied.
Conversely, suppose h. tr satisfies the homotopy condition, then we can extend
h. tr one step more by
h" - (k"+ 1)-1(f, h ll - 1d h"-1d )0- 1 ",-, Q 1'"'' Q n:En~Mn+1'
hf/ - (Kf/+l)-l (h n- 1d h"- 1d X h ll - 1d hn- 1d )i - ;+1 i ..... l 0"'·' i-I i-I' i'-' i i+l" .. , in:
hn - (K"+ 1)-1 (hn- 1d h"-1dIl - Il 11-1 Q•••• , 11-1 11-1>-' gil): Ell ---7' M Il +1 •
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Now, using the isomorphisms Mm== A~(M.):=:; Llm(M.) for m> n + 1, we can
continue extending this truncated homotopy to a homotopy defined recursively by
hm (Km+l)-I( .f hm- 1d hm- 1d )o = 1 Jm'-' 0 p' .. , 0 m'
h~ = (K;"+~I)-1
(h m-1d hm-ld d hm hm-1d hm- 1d )i-10' ... , i-I i-I' i 1-1'-' i i+1' ... , i m'
The well-known cocycle and homotopy conditions for the abelian cohomology
and non-abelian I-cohomology with coefficients in groupoids (see Subsection 1.3)
are, as we describe in the next corollary, particular cases of the above lemmas.
Corollary 2.9. (a) The groupoid case. Let M. be a I-hypergroupoid in C/R, S~R
an object over Rand E. E HC(S).
(i) Giving a l-cocycle t.: E. --? M. is equivalent to giving a truncated simpli-
cial morphism
such that
(where juxtaposition denotes the groupoid multiplication in M p i.e.,
2 (Kfl- 1 d 1A1(M.) --? M2 ----7 M1).
(ii) Giving a homotopy h. : f. --? g. between l-cocycles under M. is equivalent
to giving a homomorphism hg: Eo --? M 1 such that
dohg = fo, d1hg = go,
fl (z)hgd1(z) = hgdo(z)gj (z) for all z E E1 •
(b) The abelian case. Let A be an abelian group in C/R, S~ R an object over R
and E. E HC(S).
(i) Giving an n-cocycle f. E (E., K(A, n))p is equivalent to giving a mor-
phism in C / R, fn : Ell --? A such that
11+1
!"Si = 0, 0:5 i < nand 2: (-'lr- if"d i = OEHomC/R(En+ p A).
i~O
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(ii) Giving a homotopy h.: f. -'" g. between n-cocycles under K(A, n) is
equivalent to giving a family of morphisms (h7-1: E"-1 -'" A, 0::::; i:5 n - 1) such
that
As a consequence we deduce that the homotopy relation in (E., K(A, n)) is an
equivalence relation.
Proof. (a) Immediate.
(b) This can be obtained easily from Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 if one observes that
di(K7+ 1 )-I:A7+ 1(K(A,n))-",A is given by
,,+1
di(K7+ 1 )-I(ao, ... ,ai-1>-' ai+1 , ••• , a,,+I) = ~ (-l)i+ ja,. 0j=o,j",j
The next corollary shows that semihomotopies between abelian cocycles imply
the existence of homotopies between them.
Corollary 2.10. Let A be an abelian group in C/R, S~R an object over Rand
E. EHC(S).
Given n·cocycles f., g. E (E., K(A, n))p and a family of morphisms
(Xj :En_1 -",A, l<j:5n) such thatfn-gll""'r.;=oL.~:ol(-l)"-(i+j)Xn_idj, there
exists a homotopy from f. to g..
Proof. We define Di:HomCIR(En_l,A)-",HomCIR(En_l,A), 0:5i:5n-2, by
D;(b)=b-bsidi+1 • Then D"_2 ... Do(b)sk=O, 0:5k:5n-2, and
D,,_2' .. Do(b) = b if bsk ::: 0, 0:5 k:5 n - 2.
The family (h~-1 = D"-2 ... DO(Xj+1): En- 1-'" A, 0:5 j:5 n - 1) determines,
by Corollary 2.9, a homotopy h.: f. -'" g. since h7- 1sj = 0 and
f" - gn ::: Dn-2 ... DOUn - gn)
" ,,-1
=~ ~ (-l)"-(i+j)Dn-2... Do(Xn_Jdjj=O j=O
n n
::: ~ ~ (-l)"-(i+j)h~=~dj' 0j=Oi=O
Lemma 2.11. Let M. be an n-hypergroupoid in C/R and S~R an object over R.
Let us suppose that f.: E. -'" M. is an n-cocycle relative to p, g.tr =
(gn-l"'" go):Tr"-I(E.)-"'Trn-\M.) a truncated simplicial morphism compat-
ible with p and h' tf = (h~: Ek-'" Mk+1, 0:5 i :5 k:5 n -1) a truncated homotopy
from Tr,,-lU.) to g'lf' Then there is a lifting of g'lf to an n-cocycle relative to p,
g.: E. -'" M. and another of h' lf to a homotopy h.: f. -'" g..
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Proof. Let Xi: E"~ M", 1:5 i:5 n, the morphisms defined as in Lemma 2.8 from
the truncated homotopy h. tT •
The truncated morphism g.tT can be extended one step more taking for g" the
composition
( "+l)-l(hn-ld h,,-ld X )'Egn = dn+1 K"+l n-l 0"'" ,,-1 n-l' n'-' ,,-7
n+l "'" dn + tAn+! (M.) - Mn+ 1- M"
in such a way that (g", g,,-1" .. , go) is a truncated simplicial morphism and the
morphisms
n (K"+1)-1(f, h"-ld h"-1d )ko = 1 H'-' 0 l' ... , 0 n'
I n (K"+1)-1(h"-ld h"-ld X h"-1d h"-1d )1; = ;+1 ;-1 0"'·, i-I ;-1' p-, i ;+1" .. , in'
n (Kn+I)-I(h"-ld h,,-ld X )hn = 1l+1 n-l 0"", n-l n-l' 11'-
extend the truncated homotopy h' tT One step more.
Now, the truncated simplicial morphism (g", ... , go) extends to an n-cocycIe
g.: E.~ M. since it satisfies the cocycIe condition. To prove this let us first see by
induction that
d1(K7+ 1)-I(!"do,-' X1dz' ... , X1d"+1) '= X1d1,
dz(K~+l)-rcXldo, X 1d t ,-, XZd3 , ••• , XA,+l) =Xzdz ,
d,,(K;;+1)-I(Xn_1do, ... , XIl-1dn- 1,-, X"d"+l) =X"d" ,
dll+l(K::~)-l(Xlldo" .. , Xlldn,-) =gndn+1 .
Consider the morphism VI '= d t (K'{+z)-rcf,'+I'-' h~dl' ... , h~dll+l):
£n+1~ Mll + ll we have d;Vl = di(K7+ 1)-1(!"do,-, X 1dz, ... , X1dn+1) for all i #
1, and d1V1 '= X1d1; since MIl +1=:: A~+l(M,), it follows that
VI = (K~+l)-l(flldo'-' X 1d2 , • •• ,X1dn+1)
and so the first identity is proved.
Let us suppose dll(K:+1)-1(X"_ldo,' .. , Xn-1dn- 1,-, Xlldn+t ) = Xndn, con-
sidering the morphism Vn+1= dll+l(K:::~)-l(h~_ldo, ... , h~-ldn-ll
(K:+1)-1(Xn_1do, ... , Xll-1dn- 1,-, Xndn+1),-, h;;dll +1), we have diVn+1=di(K~~rnl.~f"do, . : . , X"d",-) for all i 01= n +1 and dn+1Vn+1= g"dn+1 ; since
M n +1 = AIl+1(M.), It follows that
and so the last equality is proved.
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Now let V= d"+2(K~:;)-\h~do'... ,h~d", (K~:i)-\X"do,... , X"d",- ),-):
E"+1~ M"+I' then for all i ¥: n + 1, d;V= d"+lh~d; = gIld;, so using the isomor-
phism M"+1 == A~:i(M.), we have V= (K~:i)-\g"do, ... , g"d",-) and d"+IV=
d"+I(K~:i)-l(X"do'" ., X"d",-) = g"d"+l' consequently the cocycle condition
is verified.
Finally the homotopy condition for h. tr is satisfied by construction and so the
proof of this lemma is completed. 0
The following lemma makes it possible to obtain representative n-cocycles with
the same (n -I)-truncation of any two elements in H~.
Lemma 2.12. Let M. be an exact n-hypergroupoid in C /Rand p : S~ R an object
over R. Given two n-cocycles [., g. E (G.(S), M.)p' there are n-cacycles f: and g:
such that Tr,,-I(f:) =Tr,,-l(g:) and [f.] = [f:], [g.] = [g:] in H~(S, M.)p.
Proof. Since M. is exact, Cosk"(Tr"(M.)) is aspheriscal at all dimensions, so it is
V-split. Let s = (sn),,;;,O be a V-splitting and f~ E (G.(S), Coskl(Tr"(M.)))p
the simplicial morphism given by Lemma 2.4. Then there exist homotopies h.:
_ _ f
f.~r gand h::g.~f~, where f.:G.(S)~M.~Cosk"(Tr"(M.)) and
g.:G(S)~M.~Coskn(Tr"(M.)).Applying Lemma 2.11 above, the truncated
homotopies h'lr:Tr"-\f.)~Tr"-l(f~) and h:tr:Trl-\g.)~Tr"-l(f~) induce
extensions of Trn-l(f~) to n-cocycles f: and g: in such a way that the truncated
homotopies h. tr and h: tr extend to homotopies from f. to t: and from g. to g:.
Since Tr"- 1U:) = Tr"-l(f~) = Tr"- 1(g:), the lemma is proved. 0
The following lemma will allow us to prove that the relation of semi-homotopy
between cocycles from the standard cotriple resolution to a hypergroupoid is an
equivalence relation.
Lemma 2.13. Let M. be an exact n-hypergroupoid in C/R, n '2.2, S~R an object
over Rand t.. g., t. E (G.(S), M.)p three cocycles.
(a) (i) Let h.: f.~ g. and h:: g.~ t. be two semi-hamotopies and let h. tr =(h7: Gk+l(S)~ Mk+1 , 0::5 i ::5 k::; n - 2) be a truncated semi-homotopy from f.
to t.. Then h. tr has an extension to a semi-homotopy h.: f.~ t.
(ii) If t =g h~m=s,g, OSi~m, fk=gk' Osksn-I and h. tr =-k .., I I m _
(h;sJk' 0Sis k s n - 2), then h. tr has an extension to a semihomotopy h.
such that d'+lh"-1l == f, lOS i s n - 2.
l n- n-'
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(b) If h.: f. ---7 g. and ii.: t. ---7 t. are semi-homotopies and h: 1r =
(h~k :Gk+ 1(S)---7 Mk+ 1, 0:5 i:5 k:5n - 2) is a truncated semi-homotopy from g. to
t., then h: 1r has an extension to a semi-homotopy h:: g. ---7 t,.
Proof. The proof of this lemma is rather technical and laborious and a complete
description would take a lot of pages of calculations. We think the proof for case
(a) and n = 2 gives an idea of how the general proof is in higher dimension, so this
is the case we include here.
Since the canonical morphisms F2:M2---7Li
2(M.) and Ki:Mz---7Ai(M.) are
surjective, there are morphisms u: 6(S)---7 M2 and ii6: G\S)---7 Mz such thato -0 0 2 -1 -0 -1 ,.F2 u = (ho' ho, h~ ) and K IhO = (fl'-' hod1 ) (take ho= sofl for case (11) of (a)).
We define morphisms V= (K~rl(h6,h6,-, ud1), W= (Kirl(h~,-,dzV, hb1 )
and Z = (K~)-l(udo, d1W,-, h'~) from GZ(S) to M3 , It is easy to see that h~, ii6
and h~ = d2Z give a truncated semi-homotopy from f. to t. which extends to a
semi-homotopy ii" since the homotopy condition is satisfied. In fact, let
The homotopy condition reduces in this case to d3ii;:;:: tz. To prove this,
consider the morphisms L = (K~)-\h6do, dlii~,-, d1Wdz) from G3(S) to M3 , and
L 1 = (K~)-I(h~, ii~,-, Vd 1 , Vdz),
L 2= (Kjr\hi, L, d2L 1,-, Wdz),
L3 = (Kj)-I(Vdo' L, hi,-, Zd2 ) ,
L4 = (K1r\h~,-, Wdll d3 L2 , h'~),
L5 = (Ki)-\Wdo, d1 L4 ,-, d3L3 , h'~) and
L6 = (Kj)-I(Zdo' Zd1 , dzLs,-, h'~)
-1dod3L6 = d2doL 6 = d2Zdo= h1do,
-1d1d3L6 = d2dIL 6 = d2Zd 1 = hId! ,
d2d3L6 = d2 d2L 5 = d2d3Ls == d2d3L3 = dzd2L3 = d2h~ ,
As an inmediate consequence we have
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Corollary 2.14. For any exact hypergroupoid M. in C/R and S~R, the semi-
homotopy relation in the set (G.(S), M.)p is an equivalence relation. 0
Now, we give another useful lemma which proves that any n-cocycle on a
hypercovering E. defines an n-cocycle on Coskn-\Trn-\E.» to which it is
equivalent, so the cohomology H~ can be obtained by cocycles from (n-
1)-hypercoverings, i.e. hypercoverings E. such that E. = Coskn-1CTrn-1CE.».
This fact generalizes the one proved in Subsection 1.3: H~(X, G) ==
[Cosko(GCX)-*X), Ner(G)] for G a groupoid.
Lemma 2.15. Let M. be an n-hypergroupoid in C/R, then
pfor each S--"JoR and E. EHC(S).
Proof. We will show that every n-cocycle f, E (Ed M.) has a factorization, which
is necessarily unique, by the canonical simplicial epimorphism from E. to
Coskn-\Trn-1(E.». Given p., consider ttr = f.tr:Trn-l(E.)--"JoTrn-\M.) and
f~: Lln(E.)--"Jo Mn as follows:
Since E. is aspherical, the morphism qn: En--"Jo Lln(E,) is a surjective epimor-
phism and for each (x, y) E En X Lln(E) En we have that fn(x) =!,,(y). In effect, as
(sll_ldo(x), ... ,sn_ldn_l(x), x, y) E Lln+1(E.), there is a z E En+t such that
d;(z) = Sn_ldJX), 0:5 i:::;; n - 1, dn(z) =x and dn+1(z) == y. Then ddn+l (z) =
d;sn!,,(x), 0 $ i:5 n, and as Mn+1== A::~(M.) we deduce that dn+dn+l (z) =
dn+1sn!,,(x), that is!,'(y) = tn(x). Thus there is a unique morphismf:, from Lln(E.)
to Mn such that f~qn =!".
It is plain to see that f: tr = (f:" fn -1' .•. , to) is really a truncated simplicial
morphism which satisfies the cocycle condition and therefore it has an extension
t:: Coskn-\Trn-1(E.»--"Jo M. with t:q, = f. as required.
As q. is an epimorphism, the correspondence f. Hot defines a bijection
Finally, if h. == t. -? g. is a homotopy between cocycles t., g. E (E., M.)p' then
the truncated homotopy h. tr = (h~, 0:5 i:5 k:5 n -1) from t.tr = f:tr to g.tr = g:tr
also satisfies the homotopy condition for t and g: and so it extends to a homotopy
h: :f: -? g:. Clearly if f: and g: are homotopic, then q.t: and q.g: are homotopic
too. 0
2.3. The interpretation of H~ by torsors
As we showed in the above subsection, the cohomology sets H~(S, M.)p
generalize both the abelian cotriple cohomology and Duskin's I-dimensional
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cohomology sets with coefficients in groupoids, which have been interpreted in
terms of torsors [20, 21].
In the same way we give in this subsection a general interpretation of
H~(S, M.)p including the mentioned interpretation results as particular cases.
We will start recalling some terminology and results about torsors under
hypergroupoids.
Definition 2.16. An n-torsor over S under an n-hypergroupoid in C/R, M.,
relative to p: S~ R, is an n-cocycle on an (n -l)-hypercovering relative to p,
a. : E.~M. which is an exact fibration at dimension::::: n, i.e., the squares
K'1)
E ~A~"(E)
mI'
are pullbacks for m ::::: nand 0 s i :5 m.
Recall that an n-cocycle a.: E. -"; M. is equivalent to an n-truncated simplicial
morphism a. tr satisfying the cocycle condition. Also the condition E. ==:
Cosk"-l(Tr"-\E.)) implies Em == Ar(E.) for m::::: n +1. So a. is always an exact
fibration at dimensions ::::: n + 1.
Therefore, giving an n-torsor is equivalent to giving an n-truncated simplicial
morphism
41" ... ; E"-l'" E I :==; Eo- S
anI a"-ll all aol p1
satisfying the cocycle condition and such that E. tr is aspheriscal, Eo""* S is a
surjective epimorphism and the induced squares
are pullbacks for all 0:5 i s n.
We usually denote a torsor a.: E. -"; M. by (E., a.).
A morphism of torsors under M., f. :(E., a .)~ (F., f3.) is an augmentated
simplicial morphism f. :E.~ F. making commutative the simplicial diagram
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Tors;CS, M.) denotes the corresponding category of n-torsors over Sunder M.
relative to a morphism p: S~ R. Any augmentated simplicial morphism
g. : M.~ M:, between hypergroupoids M. and M:, induces a functor
Tors;(S, g.) = g* :Tors;(S, M.)~Tors;CS, M:) in such a way that for any torsor
(E., a.) in Torsn(S, M.) there is a commutative diagram
Using the equivalence between groupoids and I-hypergroupoids, it is clear that
torsors under groupoids coincide with I-torsor under I-hypergroupoids. I-torsors
play an important role in the study of higher dimensional tarsors since any
n-torsor has canonically associated a I-torsor in the following sense:
Any n-hypergroupoid M., n ~2, has associated a groupoid
m ~
M'=M' X M'~M'~M'I D) Do I I a
D1
where Mb = Mn_ l , M; = {x E Mn: dix = sn_2didn_Ix, 0$ i $ n - 2}, Do = dn_l ,
DI = dill So = sn-I and the multiplication morphism is given by
As an example, if M. = K(A, n) for A an abelian group, then K(A, n)' =
K(A,l).
This construction determines a functor from the category of n-hypergroupoids
to the category of groupoids.
Since every (n -l)-hypercovering is a trivial n-hypergroupoid, an n-torsor
a.:E.~M. induces a groupoid morphism a':E'~M'. In this case, E~=
{Csn-2dOx ,,_I>' •• ,Sn-2d,,-2X n-1> xn-I' xn): xn-I' xn E En-I and dix"_1 = dixn,
0$ is n -I} =::' En_I X Ll,,-I(E) E"_I> the square
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is pullback and we have that a I : E I ---? M I
~
En - 1 x .<\n-I(E) En - 1~ En - 1~ L1 n-l(E.)
ail~ lan-1
M~ ===~~ M n - 1
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is really an M'-torsor, which is called the 'attached 1-torsor' of a.:E.---?M•.
Given bE M; and x E En - 1 with dn - 1(b) = an-l (x), we will denote by b . x the
unique element of En - 1 such that al(x, b· x) = b, having a Kan-action corres-
ponding to the attached 1-torsoL
For more details about torsors the interested reader can see [20] or [25].
The following theorem will allow us to give the natural interpretation of the
cohomology sets H~.
Theorem 2.17. Let M. be an n-hypergroupoid in C/R, S~ R an object over R
and E. E HC(S).
(i) For each n-cocycle relative to p, f. E (E., M.)p' there is an n-torsor over S
under M. relative to p, a~: E~ ---? M., such that
(a) There is a morphism in HC(S), a.:E.---?Et., with at.a.=f.;
(b) If f3. :F. ---? M. is another n-torsor over Sunder M. relative to p such that
f. == f3. b. for a simplicial morphism b.: E. ---? F. in HC(S), then there is a
simplicial morphism b.: E: ---? F. in HC(S) such that f3 .6. = a. and b,a. = b.
M.
(ii) If M. is a groupoid in C/R and f" g. E (E., M.)p are homotopic cocycles,
then the corresponding 1-torsors (E:, at.) and (E~, a~, according to (i), are
isomorphic.
(iii) If M. = K(A, n) for A an abelian group in C/R, and f., g. E
(E., K(A, n))p are homotopic cocycles, then the corresponding n-torsors (Et., at.)
and (E:, a~ are isomorphic.
Proof. (i) By Lemma 2.7 we can assume that E. is an (n -1)-hypercovering; so
considering E. as an n-hypergroupoid in C /R by composition with p :S---? R, the
augmentated simplicial morphism f.: E. ---? M. induces a functor
f * :Tors;(S, E.)---?Tors;(S, M.);
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we define (E~, a~) = f *(E., l E ). As we said before, we have a commutative
diagram
Let us now give an explicit description of (E~, a:) and a.: Let E I and M I be the
associated groupoids to E. and M. respectively and f' :E '~M ' the groupoid
morphism induced by f" which is given by f~ = fn-1 and f~(x, y) =
!,,(Sn_2dOx, . .. , sn-2dn-2X, X, y). We consider the pullback objects
E~ foD I xDoM~ = {(x, y, z) E En_1 X E"-l x M~: dix = diY'
0:::; i:::; n -1, fn-1Y == dn_1z} ,
Eb fo x DoM~ = {(x, z) E En- 1x M~: in-IX"" dn- 1z}
and the pair of morphisms
IP
E~f'D x D M~~ E~f,XD MIl01 0 gOO
given by ljJ(x, y, z) = (x, f~(x, y)z) and g(x, y, z) = (y, z).
Then Trn-2(E~) = Tr"-\E.), E~_I = Coeq(ljJ, g), the face morphisms
di :E~_l~ E~-2 are given by di«x, z)) "" dix, the degeneracies Sj: E~_2~ E~_I
by Sj(u)::::: (s/u), Sn-ISJ,,-2(U)) and E~:::: Coskn-I(E~lr)' The fibration
a~:E~~M. is given by a~=fm' 0:::;m:::;n-2, a~_l(x,z)=d,,(z)and
where v = dn+I(K~~i)-I(zo" .. , zn-1> f,,(xo,' .. , xn), -).
For example: (a) If n =1, then a {«xo, ZO), (Xl' Zl)) = z~lf1(XO' XJ)Zl' and
(b) If M. = K(A, n), then a~«xo, zo), . .. , (xn, Zn)) = f,,(x o, ... , Xn) +
",n ( l)n+i
""'i=O - Zi' ,
Note that the attached i-torsor of (Et., at.) is just (E'f, a'f').
The simplicial morphism a.: E .~ Et. is given by am = 1Em' O:s m :S n - 2 and
• . (1, sn-tln-I> I If, _
a,,_1 the composltlOn E"_1 ----? Eo foX Do M1~ En-1> I.e., a,,_1 (x)-
(x, Sn-d"-lX),
Now, suppose f3.:F.~M. and b.:E.-F. as in (b); Then the morphism
b.:E~~F. is defined by bm=bm , O:Sm:::;n-2 and bn-1(x,z)=z'bll_I(X)
according to the action of the attached 1-tarsor of the n-tarsor (F., f3.).
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Moreover, f3mbm = f3mbm = fm = a~, 0:5 m:5 n - 2, and for all (x, z) E £"-1>
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f3n_Ibn_I((X, z)) = f3n-I(Z' bn_l(x)) = f3n_IDI(bn_1(x), z· bn_l(x))
=dnf3;(b n_l(x), z· b"_l(X)) = d,,(z) = a;'_l((x, z)).
- _ fSo f3.b. - a ..
Also bmam=bm, 0:5m:5n-2, an bn-lan-l(x)=bn-l(X,sn-dn-l(X))=
bn_l(x)· sn-dn-I(X) = bn_l(x). Therefore b.a. = b. and (i) is proved.
(ii) Suppose M. a 1-hypergroupoid, f., g.: E.~ M. two 1-cocycles and
h. : t.~ g. a homotopy. Then there is a torsor morphism t.: (Et" at.)~ (E~, a~
determined by to: E~~ Eg, to(x, z) = (x, h~(x)-Iz) and consequently (Er., ar.) and
(E~, a~ are isomorphic.
(iii) Suppose now M. = K(A, n), f., g.: E.~ K(A, n) two n-cocycles and
h.:f.~g. a homotopy. Then, the induced morphismsJ',gl:E'~K(A,n)'=
K(A,1) are 1-cocycles and the morphism h'~ = 1:;:01(-1),,+I-lh7-1:E
n
_ 1~ A
defines a homotopy h:: t:~ g:. So, applying (ii) we have a 1-torsor isomor-
phism between the attached 1-torsor of (Et" at,) and (E~, a~ which induces an
n-torsar isomorphism t.: (Et" at,)~ (E~, a~. 0
In order to get the torsor interpretation of H~ we say that two tarsors (E., a.)
and (F., f3.) in Tors;(S, M.) are equivalent if there are T. EHC(S) and morph-
isms 0".: T.~ E. and 7].: T.~ F. in HC(S) such that the compositions a.O". and
f3.7]. are homotopic cocycles; and we denote by Tors;[S, M.] the quotient set of
Tors;(S, M.) by the generated equivalence relation.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.17 we have
Theorem 2.18. There is a natural bijection
Since M. is a groupoid, and homotopic cocycles factor through isomorphic
torsors, property (b) of Theorem 2.17 and the fact that any 1-torsor morphism is
an isomorphism imply that two equivalent 1-torsors are isomorphic, so
Corollary 2.19. If M. is a 1-hypergroupoid, there is a natural bijection
H~(S, M.)p ~Tors~(S, M.)/'isomorphism'
(see Subsection 1.3). 0
Now, let us suppose A an abelian group in C/Rand S~ R an object over R,
since homotopic cocycles to K(A, n), n ~ 1, factor through isomorphic torsors,
property (b) of Theorem 2.17 warrants that Tors;[S, K(A, n)] is just the set of
connected components of the category Tors;(S, K(A, n)), so
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Corollary 2.20 (Duskin). There is a natural bijection
H~(S, p* A) == Tors;[S, K(A, n)] . 0
3. Higher dimensional obstruction theory
Traditionally, Eilenberg-MacLane's obstruction theory has played an impor-
tant role in some aspects of group cohomology: It generalizes the problem of
extensions of a group G by a G-module (singular extensions) establishing the
general problem of group extensions as that of classifying all extensions of G
which induce a given G-abstract kernel (realizations). Also, it furnishes a first
appropriate group theoretic interpretation of the cohomology group H 3 ( G, A) by
obstructions to the existence of extensions which induce G-abstract kernels with
center A, and allows the classification of those extensions by the group H 2( G, A),
which can be considered as a non-abelian group cohomology result.
Later on, Dedecker observed that realizations of a G-abstract kernel are just
extensions of G by a special kind of crossed module (the automorphism crossed
module), (see Subsection 1.2), and based on this he extended Eilenberg-
MacLane's obstruction theory to a more general theory, considering abstract
kernels (cretes) as pairs (4J, n with 4J=(H'!:"'Il) a crossed module and
C: G -7 coker( p) a homomorphism, and establishing a new general problem of
group extensions as that of classifying all 4J-extensions of G which induce C.
These obstruction theories for groups have been translated to many other
algebraic contexts as associative algebras, associative and commutative algebras,
Lie algebras, varieties of groups, etc.; and it was Duskin who unified all of these
theories giving a general 2-dimensional obstruction theory for Barr-Beck's cotri-
pIe cohomology in arbitrary algebraic categories. He observed that in the more
usual algebraic categories realizations of abstract kernels correspond categorically
to torsors under internal groupoids which induce a fixed morphism in the
augmentations, (see Subsection 1.3), so abstract kernels turn out to be pairs
(G, n with G a groupoid and C a morphism into the object of connected
components Ilo(G).
Considering torsors under arbitrary exact n-hypergroupoids, n> 1, as natural
generalizations to higher dimensions of torsors under groupoids (see Section 2),
we will look at them as non-abelian n-extensions and we establish the n-
dimensional problem of extension as that of classifying all torsors under· a
hypergroupoid which induce a fixed morphism in the augmentations, so an
n-dimensional abstract kernel will be defined as a pair (M., p) with M. an exact
hypergroupoid and p a morphism into Ilo(M.). The natural bijection between the
set of classes of realizations and the cohomology set H~ will be the main fact
which will allow us to develop in all dimensions an obstruction theory for
Barr-Beck's cohomology in algebraic categories.
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3.1. The obstruction map
The first step to define the obstruction map will be the study of the closed
relationship which exists between K(A, n + 1)-torsors and exact n-hyper-
groupoids. This relationship is given by the concept of fiber.
Definition 3.1. Let A be an abelian group in C/R, S~ R an object over Rand
(E., a.) an (n + I)-torsor over Sunder K(A, n +1) relative to p.
The n-hypergroupoid fiber of (E., a.), G.(E.), is the pullback simplicial object
G.(E.)-E.
1 lao
s
R-K(A,n+l)
where R is considered as a constant simplicial object and R - A =0 E
Homc/R(R, A).
G. (E.) is an n-dimensional hypergroupoid since in the commutative diagrams
m;;:::: n + 1, 0:5 i:5 m, the vertical left-hand side, right-hand side and back squares
are all pullbacks, and so is the front vertical square.
Let us note that Trn(G.(E.))::: Trn(E.), Gn+1(E.) = Ker(an+1) = {x E
E"+1: an+1x = sp d~+2x} and G.(E.) = Coskn+ 1(Trn+ 1(G.(E.))). Then
d (Kn +1 ) -1 ( )i i xo,' .. , Xi - 1,-, Xi+1'" . ,xn+1 = Xi
iff
The following lemma reflects the compatibility of the hypergroupoid structure
with the attached I-torsor action. This is a particular case of Glenn's theorem [25,
Theorem 5.3.1].
Lemma 3.2. Let (E., a.) be an (n + 1)-torsor under K(A,n + 1) and G.(E.) the
n-hypergroupoid fiber.
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(i) For all (xo, ... , xn+1) E En+1 = L1 n+1(E.) and aj E A, O::s; j:$ n + 1,
(ii) For all (xo, ••. , x i-l'-, Xi+1' ... , Xn+l) E A7+1(E.) and aj E A, 0 sj:S
n + 1, j¥ i,
(
"+1
= i+j-l n+l -12: (-1) aj)' d;(Ki ) (xo,"" Xi- 1,-, x i+1'· .. , Xn+l)
I"";
where K7+ 1 : GII +1(E.) == A7+1(E.) is the canonical isomorphism.
Proof. (i) Let Yi""' (sn-ldOxi> , SIl_ldll_1X;, x;, ai ' x;), O:s i:s n, Y = (xo, ... ,
XII' all +1 . Xn +l) and Y' = (ao' xo, , all . XII' a"+1 . x ll +1); then the cocycle condi-
tion applied to (Yo, ... , y", y, y') E L1"+2(E.) = E n+2 implies
11
- a ( ) + '" ( 1)n+l-;
- "+1 Xo, ... , XII' an+1 . Xn +1 L..t - a;.
;=0
Moreover, applying the cocycle condition to
(a"+l . x n+l> X,,+I' sl d 1x lI +1' ... , Sldllxn+l)) E E"+2
we get an+1(xO""'x", a,,+I·x,,+l)=a,,+I(XO, ... ,xlI)+an+l, and so (i) is
proved.
(ii) Let Xi = d;(K7+ 1)-1(xo, ..• , Xi- 1,-, Xi+l' ... , xn+1). Since
(ii) is proved. 0
The following result is in the heart of the obstruction theory:
Theorem 3.3. Let C be a variety (monadic subcategory) of groups or a variety of
linear algebras as associative algebras, Lie algebras, Jordan algebras, etc. Then any
exact n-hypergroupoid M. in C/R is canonically the fiber of a torsoI'; i.e., there is
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an abelian group A(M.) in C/R called the center of M. and a (K(A(M.)), n +
I)-torsor (E(M.), f3.) with fiber M,.
We will give the proof of this theorem supposing C a variety of groups, being
analogous for the other contexts.
Let M. be any exact n-hypergroupoid in C/R. The first step is to find the
abelian group A(M.). Let Hi(M,)=Ker(di:M"-?M"_l)r;;,M,,, O:=:;i:=:;n, and
consider A(M.) = n7=o Hi(M,).
Lemma 3.4. For (xo,'" ,Xi- 1,-, xi+ll •.• , X,,+l) E A7+1(M,) and aj E A(M,)
with O:=:; j :=:; n + 1, i =F j,
Proof,
di(K7+ 1)-\aoxo, ,ai-1xi- 1,-, ai+1Xi+1l •.• ,a,,+lx,,+l)
= d;(K7+ 1)-\ao' ,ai- ll -, ai+1, ... , a,,+1)di(K7+ 1r1
but
(K"+l)-l( )i ao,' .. , ai- 1,-, ai+1,· .. , a,,+l
and so,
- IT (-1)1+/-1
- a·j'i'i J o
Lemma 3.5. (i) The group A(M,) is a central subgroup of Hi(M,), o:=:; i:=:; n. In
particular it is an abelian group.
(ii) For each v E M" and a E A(M,) such that av = va, (sod" (v))a = a(sod,,(v)).
As a consequence, (s~d';(u))a = a(s~d~(u)) for all u E Ho.
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Since dn+I(K~:~)-1 is a homomorphism, dll+I(K~:~)-I(y)::= ua and using
Lemma 3.4 dn+I(K~:~)-I(y)::= adn+l(sn(u)) = au.
(ii) Since av = va, we have
d ( ( )( n+I)-I( (_1)11 ))i So v K n + 1 a ,1, ... ,1,-
- d ((Kn+I)-I( (-I)" ) ())
- i i a, 1, ... ,1,- So v ,
so
( )(Kn+I)-I( (-I)" 1 ) _ ( n+l)-I( (-I)" ) ()So V n+l a " ... ,1,- - Kn+1 a , 1, ... , 1,- So v .
Then
() - d ( ) (n+I)-I( (-I)" )sodn v a - n+lsO V dn+1 Kn+1 a ,1, ... ,1,-
= dn+I(So(v)(K;::~)-I(a(-I)II, 1, ... ,1,-))
_ (( n+I)-I( (-I)" _)
- dn+1 Kn+1 a ,1, ... , 1,-)so(v)) - asOdn(v .
Lemma 3.6. A(M.) is an R-module.
D
Proof. A(M.) is an Mo-module with action by conjugation in Mn, i.e., ca ::=
s~(c)as~(crl. Moreover, if c E Ker(do:Mo~ R), then ca = a. M. is exact and so
there is zEM1 such that F1(z) = (do(z), dl(z))=(1,c)EMox R Mo, con-
sequently dIS~-I(Z) = c and dosn-I(z) = 1, so ca = s~(c)as~(c)-I =
s~d~(s~-I(z))as~d~(s~-I(z))-1 = a by Lemma 3.5(ii). SO A(M.) is an R-module
with action ra = so(c)aso(c)-1 for any c E Mo with do(c) = r. D
Definition 3.7. The abelian group in C/R A(M.)::= A(M.) xl R~ R is called the
center of the hypergroupoid M ..
Lemma 3.8. The map D: L\n+\M.)~A(M.) given by
is a derivation where A(M.) is a L\n+\M.)-module via the morphism
L\n+\M.)~ R. Therefore the map /3n+l: En+1~ A(M.) given by
is a group homomorphism.
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Proof. Using that A(M.) is central in Hi(M.), 0sis n, we have that xax-1=
(si_A(x))a(si_A(x))-1 for any 1sis n, x E M n and a E A(M.); so xax-1=
nd"() "dn( )-1 d"+1So 0 x aso 0 x = 0 a.
Let (xo, ... , xn+1), (Yo, ... , Y,,+I) E L1 n+\M.). Then
D((xo,' .. , xn+1)(Yo, ... , Yn+l))
(d (K"+I)-I( )) -1 -1= ,,+1 ,,+1 xoYo, ... ,x"Y",- Yn+lxlI+l
= (d"+l(K~:~)-\xo,'" ,xn,-))X~';'IXII+1
o
After all these lemmas we can conclude the proof of Theorem 3.3 for groups.
Proof. Let E.(M.) = Cosk"(Trn(M.)). Since M. is exact, E.(M.) is a hypercover-
ing of R. Let us see now that /3wH satisfies the cocycle condition
n+2
2: (-l)"+I-i/3,,+1di = 0 E HomC /R(E,,+2' A(M.))
i=O
which in this case reduces to
11+2IT D(Yi)<-I)1l+1-1 = 1 E A(M.)
i=O
for all Yi = (x iO ' ... , Xi,,,+I)' 0~ i s n + 2, such that (Yo, ... , Yn+2) E EII +2, i.e.,
Xij = Xji"-I' j < i.
Now, to prove this equality let us note that
(X nO " .. ,xnn ,-),-)
= d"+1 (K~:~)-I(XOn' ... , X,,",-)
= dll+l(K~:~)-I(Xn+l,O" .. , xn+1,,,,-)·
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Then, if we write a; = D(Y;) for short, we have
-1 (d ("+1)-1( ))
= a"+2 n+1 K"+1 XO,n+1' ... ,Xn ,n+l>-
- -1 (d (Kn+1)-1( -1d (Kn+1)-1( )
- a";'2 ,,+1 n+1 aO ,,+1 ,,+1 X OO ' ... ,XOn ,- , ... ,
n;.2
- II (-1)"+1-1
- aJ. X n+2n+1 .j=O '
Thus, rr;:~ D(Yj)(-lf+ 1- j = 1. Therefore, we have an (n + l)-cocycle
f3 •:E. (M.) --'; K(A(M.), n + 1). Moreover the morphism
induced by D: En+1(M.)--,; It(M,) and by the canonical morphism
H~:i: En+ 1 --,; A:::i(M.) is clearly a bijection; so (E,(M.), f3.) is an (n + l)-torsor
under K(A(M,), n + 1) whose fiber is isomorphic to M. since Trn(E.(M.)) =
Trn(M,) and
Ker(,Bn+1) = {(xQ, •• • , xn' dn+1(K~:ir1(xo," . , x",-)):
(xo, ... , x",-) E A~:i(M.)}
~ A~:i(M.) ~ Mn + 1 • 0
As we said the natural generalization to categories as in Theorem 3.3 of the
concept of abstract kernel in a simplicial version is given by
Definition 3.9. An n-dimensional abstract kernel is a pair (M" p), where M. is an
exact n-hypergroupoid in C IRand p :S--:;. R is an object over R.
The center of an abstract kernel (M" p) is the abelian group in CIS obtained
by pulling back the center of M. via p.
The objects of Torsn(S, M,) will be called realizations of the abstract kernel
(M., p) and Tors;[S, M,l the set of equivalence classes of realizations.
Let (M" p) be an n-dimensional abstract kernel with center A and
(E.(M.), f3.) the K(A(M.), n + l)-torsor over R according to Theorem 3.3.
The element Obs(M., p) in H~;'1(S, A) associated to (E.(M.), f3.) via the
composition
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is called the Obstruction of (M., p). We say that (M., p) is 'unobstructed'
provided that Obs(M., p) =O.
So for any abelian group A in C /S we have defined a mapping
Obs :The set of n-dimensional abstract kernels with center
A -'7 H~+l(S, A).
3.2. The obstruction theorems
The first obstruction theorem will establish that an abstract kernel has a
realization if and only if it is unobstructed; to prove this theorem we need the
following lemma, which is a modification of [25, Corollary 5.7.7].
Lemma 3.10. Let A be an abelian group object in C /R, P :S --'.> R an object over R
and (E" 'Y.) a K(A, n)-torsor over S relative to p. Then the class [(E., 'Y,)] in
H~(S, p* A), by the isomorphism Tors;[S, K(A, n)] == H~(S, p* A) (Corollary
2.20), is zero if and only if there exists a torsor morphism from a 'quasi-split'
torsor (E~, a,) to (E" 'Y.), where by a quasi-split torsor we mean a torsor (E:, a,)
whose attached i-torsor is split, with a splitting s
E ~ .1"-1(E') d· s =='d11-17 . , 1
satisfying that (s, idE ,0::5 m ::5 n - 1) extends to a simplicial morphism
COSk"-l(E~)--'.> G.(E:). mNote that these quasi-split torsors are just those which
factor through the canonical morphism Dec(K(A, n»--'.> K(A, n) (see [20]).
Proof. Let 1fi,:iGi,(S)-'7E.. be a lifting to p. Then the class [(E.,'Y.)] in
H~(S,p*A) is the class ['Y.Ifi.:iGi.(S)--'.>K(A,n)]. If ['Y.Ifi.] == [0.], there is a
homotopy from 'Y.Ifi. to the cocycle zero, then applying Theorem 2.i7(i), (iii),
there are a torsor morphism (iGi, (S)'YIjI, a;IjI)--'.> (E., 'Y.) and a torsor isomorphism
(iGi.(S)7>/1, a;>/1);;;' (G.(S)o, a~), so we have a torsor morphism
(iGi.(S)o, a ~)--'.> (iGi.(S)7>/1, a;'P)--'.> (E., 'Y.)
with (iG,(S)o, a~) a quasi-split tarsor.
Conversely, it will be enough to prove that [(E~, a.)] == O. But since E:,=
(Cosk"- 2(E:» IXRA"+1 and lYlI(z, ao,"" all) = ~7=0 (-ir- iap if we define
f.:Cosk"-\E~)--'.>E~ by frn=l E , 0::5m::5n-2 and Fn- 1(x) == (x, 0), then the
class [(E~, lY.)] coincides with th~ class of the morphism composition
which is the cocycle zero, being iGi.(S)-'7 Coskn-2(E:) a lifting to p. 0
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Theorem 3.11. Let (E., f3,) be a K(A, n + 1)-torsor over R and S~ R an object
over R. Then H~(S, G.(E.»p is not empty if and only if p*[(E., f3.)] = 0 in
H~+l(S, p* A) (p*: H~+l(R, A)-? H~+l(S, p* A) the morphism induced by p and
p *A is the abelian group in CiS obtained by pulling back A via p).
Proof. If H~(S, G.(E.»p '" 0, let g. E (G.(S), G.(E.))p; then p*[(E., f3.)] is the
class of the composition G.(S)~ G.(E.)~ E.~ K(A, n + 1) which is clearly
the cocycle zero.
Conversely, let us suppose p*[(E., f3.)] =0. Let (p*E.,p*f3.) be the
K(A, n + 1)-torsor over S relative to p obtained by pulling back (E., f3.) via p.
Then O=p*[(E., f3.)]=[(p*E., p*f3,)], so by Lemma 3.10 there is a torsor
morphism (E~, a.)~ (p* E., p* f3.), with (E~, a,) quasi-split, which induces a
simplicial morphism G.(E~)~ G.(p* E.) and this again induces a map
H~(S, G.(E:»ls~ H~(S, G.(p* E,)ls. but G.(p* E.) ==- p*G.(E.), the hyper-
groupoid in CiS obtained by pulling back G.(E.) via p and
H~(S, p*G.(E,)ls ~ H~(S, G.(E.»p; so, since the composition G.(S)~Coskn-l(Tr"-l(E:»~ G.(E:), where G.cS)~ Cosk,,-lTrn-\E:) is a lifting of
Is and fm=I E , O===m===n-l and !,,(X) = (x, 0), defines an element ofH~(S, G.(E:»)ls:' we have that H~(S, G.(E~»ls '" 0, and H~(S, G.(E,)p '" 0.
o
Applying this theorem to algebraic categories as in Theorem 3.3 where we have
defined abstract kernels, we have
Theorem 3.12. Let (M., S ~R) be an n-dimensional abstract kernel with center A;
the set Tors;[S, M.] of equivalence classes of realizations of (M., p) is not empty
if and only if (M., p) is unobstructed, i.e., Obs(M., p) = 0 E H~+l(S, A).
o
For any abelian group A in CIR and any object over R, S~R, the pair
(K(A, n), p) is a canonical unobstructed abstract kernel with center p* A; by the
interpretation of Corollary 2.20 the set Tors;[S, K(A, n)] is bijective with the
abelian group H~(S, p* A). The second obstruction theorem will describe how
this fact can be extended to arbitrary unobstructed abstract kernels, i.e., how
equivalence classes of realizations of an arbitrary unobstructed abstract kernel
(M., p) are classified by the abelian group H~(S, A) where A is the center of
(M., p).
Theorem 3.13. Let (E., f3.) be a K(A, n + 1)-torsor over R for A an abelian
group in CIR and S~R an object over R. Then if p*[(E., f3.)] =OE
H~+\S, p*A), H~(S, G.(E.»p is a principal homogeneous space under
H~(S, p* A).
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Proof. We start describing an operation
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H~(S, p* A) x H~(S, G.(E.))p~ H~(S, G.(E.))p
which we will denote (T, N) f-'; T + N; Let t.: G.(S)-? K(A, n) and
g.: G.(S)~G.(E.) be representative cocycles of T and N respectively, then the
truncated simplicial morphism (t+g).tr:Tr"(G.(S))-?Tr"(E.) defined by (t+
g)m ::::: gm' 0 s m s n - 1 and (t + gt(x)::::: tf/(x)' g,,(x) according to the attached
1-torsor action, satisfies the cocycle condition since
f3" + 1(t"do( y) . g"do(Y), ... , t"d,,+! (y) . g"d,,+ 1(y))
(by Lemma 3.2(i))
::::: Cf (-l)"+Ht"d;)(y) + f3"+l(g"do(y),·· ., g"d,,+!(Y))
I=U
(by the cocycle condition for t. and g.)
= sp d~+2(y).
So we have an n-cocycle (t + g). E (G.(S), G.(E.))p.
If h.: t.~ r: is a homotopy, the truncated homotopy from (t + g). to (t' + g).,
h.tr=(h~:Gk+l(S)~Ek+l'Osisks;n-1), defined by h7=s;gk' O:s;isks;
n - 2 and h;,-l (x) ::::: h7- 1(x) . sig,,-l (x), 0 sis n - 1, satisfies the homotopy con-
dition. In this case the morphisms Xi: G"+l(S)~ E" are given by Xi(x) ==
X;(x)· g,,(x), where X;: G"+\S)~ A are the corresponding morphisms of the
homotopy condition for h .. Then, the homotopy condition for h. tr reduces to
but
"
== 2: (-l)"-l-;h7t:::~d;(x) - X,,(x) + t:,(x) + f3"+1S"g,,(x)
;"'0
(by the homotopy condition for h.)
== f3"+lg"+l S,,(X) = sp d~+2(X) .
So we have a homotopy h.: (t + g).~ (t ' + g) ..
Also, if h.: g.~ g: is a homotopy, the truncated homotopy h. tr = h. tr =
(h~, 0 s i :5 k:5 n - 1) considered from (t + g). to (t + g'). satisfies the homotopy
condition. In this case the morphisms Xi:G"+I(S)~E",Os;is;n, are given by
Xi(x):::: t,,(x)' X;(x) where Xi: G"+l(S)-? E" are the corresponding morphisms of
the homotopy condition for h .. Then the homotopy condition for h. tr is satisfied
since
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f3n+l(h~:::~do(x), . .. ,h~:::~dn_l(X),Xn(x) , (t+ g'),.(x»
= (t,,(x) - tn(x» + f3n+l(h~:::~do(x), . .. ,h~:::~dn_l(X),X,,(x), g'(x»
(by the homotopy condition for h.)
= sp d~+2(X) .
Consequently, the class of (t + g). in H~(S,G.(E.»p only depends on T and N,
so we define T + N = [(t + g),], it is easy to see that this operation is an action.
Now, we will see that this action is transitive:
Let N, N' E: H~(S, G.(E.»p; by Lemma 2.12, there are respresentative n-
cocycles g" g~ :G.(S)-i> G.(E,) of Nand N' respectively such that Tr"-\g,) =
Tr"- 1(g:).
Then, considering the attached 1-torsor of (E" f3.)
F"
E" X .1"(E) E"~E" -----? L1"(E,)
lf3i
A
since djgll == djg~ for O:s j:s n, we have a morphism
11+1 (gil' g~) f3i
tll:G (S)~E" X;\II(E)EII -----?A
satisfying t,,(x)' g,,(x) == g:,(x) for all x E G"+I(S).
Clearly t"sl = f3~(g"s/l g~sl) = f3~(Sig"-I' 518,,-1) = 0 and tIl satisfies the cocycle
condition since
o= f311+1g~+I(X) = {3"+1(g:,do(x), ... , g~dn+l(x»
= f3n+l (tndo (x) . g"do(x) , ... , t"dn+1(x)· g"dn+1(x»
,,+1 ,,+1
= 2: (-l)"+I+lt"dl(x) + {3,,+lg,,+I(X) = 2: (-l)"+ I-lt"dJx) ,
1=0 1=0
so t" defines an n-cocycle t. and by construction [t,] + N = N'.
Finally we prove that the action is principal:
Let us suppose T == [t.J and N = [g.] such that T + N = N. By Lemma 2.13
there is a semihomotopy h.: g. -i> (t + g). such that hr = sigm' O:s i :::; m:S n - 2
and dl+1h7-
1
= g"-I' O:s i:s n - 2. Let Xi = dlh;'_1 === dih7: G"+\S)-i> E", 1:::; i:::;
n; as d.h?-1 = dli8"-1 and dJXI = djg" for all 0::::; j:S;; n, there are morphismsJ , + 1 1
cl' hi: G"+l(S)-i> A such that for all x E Gil (S), h7- (x) = btCx)' Slg,,_I(X) and
XXx) =elx)' g,,(x). We write h;,-1 = bl · sig,,-1 and Xi = c/' g".
The hOlllotoPy condition for h.: g. -i> (t + g). says that
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Now substituting h7- 1 and Xi by bi · sign-I and Cj • gn respectively, applying
Lemma 3.2 and making the alternative sum of the above expression, we have
so by Corollary 2.9 the cocycles zero and t. are homotopic and therefore
T=O. 0
For algebraic categories as in Theorem 3.3 we have
Theorem 3.14. Let (M., p: S~ R) be an unobstructed n-dimensional abstract
kernel with center A, n 2: 1. Then H~(S, M.)p S;;'Tors~[S, M.l is a principal
homogeneous space over H~(S, A).
Finally let us show how every element of H~+I(S, A) is an obstruction to the
existence of a torsor under an n-hypergroupoid.
Theorem 3.15 (Realization of obstructions). For any abelian group A in CIS, the
map Obs: n-dimensional abstract kernel with center A ~ H~+I(S, A) is surjective.
Proof. Since H~+\S, A) == Tors~:I[S, K(A, n + 1)], Corollary 2.20, an element T
in H~+I(S, A) can be represented by a K(A, n + 1)-torsor over S, (E .• f3.), and
considering its n-hypergroupoid fiber G.(E.), we have an n-dimensional abstract
kernel (G.(E.), Is) with center, up to isomorphism, the abelian group A and
whose obstruction is precisely [(E., f3 .)] = T. 0
4. Two examples
In this section we examine SOme of the definitions and results given in the
previous sections by looking at two special cases. We give an interpretation in a
nonsimplicial way of the torsors under two particular 2-hypergroupoids, which
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naturally appear in non-abelian cohomology theory of groups and commutative
algebras following the ideas in [9] and [22]; by this interpretation we see that
these torsors correspond indeed to certain 2-extensions with non-abelian kernels
and how these extensions are classified by abelian cohomology groups.
4.1. An example in Groups
Let H be a group (not necessarily abelian) and Int(H) the inner automorphisms
group.
The action of Int(H) on H and the canonical morphism p : H ~ Int(R) define
the crossed module of inner automorphisms of H. By the equivalence between the
categories of crossed modules and groupoids in Groups (Proposition 1.1), the
inner automorphisms crossed module corresponds to the groupoid
clO
Int(I)(R): H Xl Int(R) d X d R Xl Int(H)~ H XI Int(R) =:::::; Int (H) ,
I 0 . d
l
the nerve of this groupoid (see Subsection 1.3) is a simplicial group to which we
can apply the classical classifying functor W defined by Eilenberg-MacLane (see
[38]), obtaining the reduced simplicial set
~
W(Ner(Int(1)(H))) = Cosk3(H3 x Int(H)3 ===1 H
~
R
x Int(H)z ==lInt(H)~ 1)
whose face and degeneracy operators are given by
do(n, pea), pCb)) = pea), dl(n, pea), pCb)) = pCb),
dz(n, pea), pCb)) = p(nba- l ), so(p(a)) = (1, pea), pea)) ,
Sl (p(a)) = (1, 1, pea)) ,
do(no, nl' nz' pea), pCb), pee)) = (no, pea), pCb)) ,
dl(no, n l , nz' pea), pCb), pee)) = (nl> pea), pee)),
dz(no, n l , nz' pea), pCb), pee)) = (n z, pCb), pee)) ,
d3 (no, nl> nz, pea), pCb), pee))
= (nzp(eb-l)(no)n-\ p(noba- l ), p(nlea- l )) ,
so(n, pea), pCb)) = (n, n, 1, pea), pCb), pCb)) ,
sl(n, pea), pCb)) = (1, n, n, pea), pea), p(b)) ,
sz(n, pea), pCb)) = (1, 1, n, 1, pea), pCb)) .
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This simplicial object is really a 2-hypergroupoid in Sets and it is possible to
give a group structure to every set W(Ner(Int(ll(H)))n in such a way that this
complex becomes a simplicial group and so it will be a 2-hypergroupoid in Groups
which will be denoted by Int(2l(R).
In fact, let us consider the map (,): Int(R) x Int(R) -"7 H, defined by
(p(a), pCb)~ = a-Ib-Iab. Following Conduche's ideas [14], we define a product
in H x Int(H)2 by
(m, pea), p(b))' (n, p(c), p(d))
= (mp(ba-I)(n)p(b)((p(a), p(cr l), p(ac), p(bd)).
It is straightforward to see that
~ ,..--.,
H x Int(H)2~ Int(H)~ 1
is a truncated simplicial group and also that the group structure in H3X Int(H)3
induced by the bijection H 3x Int(H)3 s= A~(Int(2\H)) makes Tr3(Int(2l(H)) a
truncated simplicial group. Now, since W(Ner(Int(I)(H))) consists of a simplicial
kernel at dimension === 4, we have a canonical group structure in
W(Ner(Int(ll(H)))n for all n === 4 and so we have the simplicial group Int(2l(R).
Note that a group morphism f: E -"7 H x Int(l-Il is equivalent to a system(1, fa, fl) where fa, fl: E-"7 Int(H) are homomorphisms and 1: E-"7 H is a map
satisfying
for all x, y E E.
The characteristics of the 2-hypergroupoid Int(2)(H) allow us to determine
more explicitly the equivalence relation in Tors2(S,Int(2)(H)) described before
Theorem 2.18, resulting in the fact that Tors2[S, Int(2)(H)] is just the connected
component set of the category Torsz(S, Int(Zl(H)). In order to prove this fact, we
give
Lemma 4.1. Let S be a group and E. = Coskl(Trl(G.(S))), where G.(S) is the
standard cotriple resolution of S. Then given two homotopic 2-cocycles f., g. E
(E., Int(2)(H)),
(i) There is a homotopy ii. : f. -"7 g. with ii~: G(S) -"7 Int(H) the zero morphism
-I
and h o= sofl;
(ii) The corresponding 2-torsor (Et., at.) and (E~, a~ through which f. and g.
factor, according to Theorem 2.17, are isomorphic.
Proof. (i) Given h.: f. -"7 g. a homotopy, the new homotopy h. is built as in the
proof of Lemma 2.13 taking t.=g., h'~,=Sigm' Osism, u:G(S)-"7Hx
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1nt(H)2 given by the system (ii, hg, 1) where ii:6(S)-->;H is a homomorphism
satisfying pii = hg (such a morphism ii exists since 6(S) is a free group and p is a
surjective homomorphism) and ii~ ::::: SO!l' .
(ii) Letf:, g:: E: -->; (1nt(2)(H»' = Int(l)(H) be the 1-cocycles induced by!. and
g. between the groupoids associated to E, and 1nt(2)(H) respectively. Now, the
morphism ii~: E1 -->; H x Int(H)2 factors through the canonical inclusion
j:H>4Int(H)-->;Hxlnt(H/, j:(n,p(a»-"'(n,1,p(a», let us write ii~=jho.
Then, applying Lemma 2.8, ho defines a homotopy from!: to g: and by Theorem
2.17(i), we have an isomorphism between the attached 1-torsor of (E~, a~) and
(E~, a~ which induces a 2-torsor ismorphism between them. 0
As a consequence of Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 2.17(i)(b), given a simplicial
commutative diagram
where (E., a,) and (F" /3,) are 2-torsors and the compositions a.u, and /3.TJ, are
homotopic, there is a commutative diagram
so we deduce
Proposition 4.2. Let Sand H be groups. There is a natural bijection
where Tors2[S,1nt(2)(H)] is the set of connected components of the category
Tors2(S, Int(2)(H». 0
Let us note that for H an abelian group the 2-hypergroupoid Int(2)(H) is just
the Eilenberg-MacLane complex K(H,2). Then, in this case
Tors2[S, 1nt(2)(H)] -= H~(S, H) -= E-M\S, H)
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where H is considered as a trivial S-module and E-M3(S, H) denotes Eilenberg-
MacLane cohomology group at dimension 3. Now, it is known that E-M3(S, H)
classifies 2-fold extensions of S by H, i.e., exact sequences of groups
0---7H'---?E~Q---7S---71
where cr: E~ Q is a crossed module and the action of Q on H is trivial (see [26,
29-31, 42]).
Our purpose is to give a non-abelian extension of the above interpretation
when H is a not necessarily abelian group.
The first step will be to give a linear version of a 1-hypercovering E. E 1-HC(S)
in the category of groups and then give a linear version of the 2-torsor under
Int(2\H).
Let E. E 1-HC(S), applying Moore construction [38] to E., we get an exact
sequence of groups
where M =: Ker(doH;;; E1 , N =: Ker(do) n Ker(d1 ) ~ E2 and cr = d1/M (the exact-
ness of M(E.) is a consequence of the homotopy groups of E. being all trivial at
dimension ~1 and these coincide with the homology groups of M(E.) [38]),
together with an action of Eo on M given by
x E Eo and mE M. Note that cr satisfies crem) = xcr(m)x- 1•
Moreover, a morphism f.: E.~ E: in HC(S) induces a commutative diagram
with hCm)=fo(xl!,(m) for all xEEo and mEM (i.e. h is an morphism of
Eo-groups, where M' is an Eo-group via fo).
Consequently, if we denote by 2-Ext(S) the category whose objects are exact
sequences of groups
1---7 N ---7 M~ E ---7 S---71
where M is an E-group and cr is a morphism of E-groups, being E an E-group by
conjugation (such extensions have been called 'precrossed modules' by Brown [8])
and whose morphisms are diagrams as (I), then the above construction gives a
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functor from the category l-HC(S) of l-hypercoverings of S to 2-Ext(S) which is
an equivalence of categories. Note that a quasi-inverse associates to an extension
l~N~M~E~S~l
in 2-Ext(S) the l-hypercovering
where do(x, e):; e, d1(x, e):; O"(x)e and So (e) = (1, e).
Now, let g.: E. --l> Int(Zl(H) be a 2-cocycle. Applying Moore construction we
obtain a diagram in Groups
l~N--7M~Eo~S~l
(II) 182 181 1 1
H~Int(H)~ 1~1
satisfying the following conditions:
(i) ilCm)=il(m),xEEo and mEM;
(ii) izCn) = iz(n) , x E Eo and n E N;
(iii) iz(a-1tr(alb-1ab) = (il (a), il (b)), a, bE M .
Let us note that (iii) implies iz(a-1na) = il(a)(iz(n)) for all n E N, a E M.
Conversely it is straightforward to show that a diagram like (II) with the top
exact sequence an element in 2-Ext(S) and satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) gives rise
to a 2-cocycle g.:E._Int(Zl(H) (take gl(m,x)=il(m) and gz(xo,xpxz)=
(iz(xzsodlXOXOX~l),gl(XO)' gl(Xl )) for all (m, x) E E l = M ><l Eo and
(xo, Xl' xz) E ..1z(E.)).
Moreover, it is easy to see that g. is an exact fibration at dimension ::::2 if and
only if i2 is an isomorphism. Therefore a 2-torsor over Sunder Int(Zl(H) is
equivalent to a group exact sequence
l~H~M~E~S~l
where M is an E-group and the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) a{'m) = x£T(m)x-t, x E E and m E M;
(b) xn :::;: n, x E E and n E H;
(c) The morphism M - Aut(H) corresponding to the action by conjugation
factors through Int(H) and if x: M - Int(H) is the factorization, then
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(d) For all x E E and mE M, Cm)m- l E CM(H), the centralizer of H in M.
We will call such extensions non-singular 2-fold extensions of S by H and we
denote by 2-Ext(S, H) the category whose objects are these extensions and whose
morphisms are commutative diagrams
1---?-Hl...-.7M ~E ~S--1
II iII 110 II
(T'1---?- H ---?- M 1 ---?- E /--i> S--1
with flCm) = lo(x)fl(m) for all x E E and mE M.
Thus we have
Proposition 4.3. Let Sand H be groUpS. Then there exists a natural equivalence
between the categories Tors2(S, Int(2 l (H)) and 2-Ext(S, H). 0
And as a consequence,
Theorem 4.4. Given groups Sand E, there is a natural bijection
H~(S, Int(2)(H)) == 2-Ext[S, H] ,
where 2-Ext[S, H] is the set of connected components of the category
2-Ext(S, H). 0
In the particular case when H is an abelian group, Theorem 4.4 gives the
known interpretation of the 3-dimensional Eilenberg-MacLane's cohomology
groups. Note that if H is abelian, then conditions (a) and (c) in the definition of
non-singular 2-fold extensions reduce to the crossed module conditions for
(M~ E), thus H is central in M and so condition (d) is always satisfied. Finally,
condition (b) says that H is a trivial S-module.
To apply the obstruction theorems in Subsection 3.2, we observe
(1) The center of the abstract kernel (Int(2\H), S~ 1) is the trivial S-module
Z(H), the center of H;
(2) The obstruction of (Int(2)(H), S~ 1) is the zero element of
H~(S, Z(H)) == E-M4(S, Z(H)).
Thus, as a consequence of Theorems 3.12 and 3.13, we obtain
Theorem 4.5. Let Sand H be groups. Then, the set 2-Ext(S, H) is non-empty and
a principal homogeneous space under the abelian group H~(S, Z(H)) ==
E-M3(S, Z(H)), where Z(H) is considered as a trivial S-module. 0
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4.2. An example in commutative, associative and unitary algebras
In this subsection we develop an example in the category of commutative,
associative and unitary algebras; note that examples analogous to this and that in
Groups can be developed in many others algebraic contexts.
Let K be a commutative ring with unit. In this section, commutative algebra
will mean commutative and associative K-algebra.
Let A be a commutative algebra, the role played by the inner automorphisms
group in the above example is now played by the commutative algebra leA) of
inner multiplications of A, i.e., the subalgebra of HomA(A, A) whose elements
are all the 'multiplications' Aa:A~A, given by Aa(a')=aa'.
Let us now construct the 2-hypergroupoid analogous to 1nt(2) in the category of
commutative and unitary algebras.
Consider the simplicial K-module
~ ~
I(Z\A) =Cosk3(A 3 E91(A)3 E9 K=!A E9 I(A)Z E9 K=1l
(A)E9KQ K)
with face and degeneracy operators given by
dOP'a' k) = dIP'a' k) = k, soCk) =(0, k)
for all C"-a' k) E leA) E9 K and k E K;
for V= (a, Ab, Ae , k) E AEBI(A)zE9K,
do(V) = (Ae , k), dl(V) = C"-b+e' k) and dz(V) = C"-a+b' k) ,
sOC"-a' k) = (0, 0, ft-a, k) and SI(Aa, k) = (0, Aa, 0, k);
do(W) = (ao, '\bo' '\b2' k), dl(W) = (aI' '\b 1 ' '\b2 , k),
d2(W) = (az, '\b1-bo' Abo+b2 ' k),
d3(W) = (az - al + aQ, '\acao+bl-bO' Aao+bo ' k) .
So(V) = (a, a, 0, Ab' Ab, Ae , k) ,
SI(V) =(0, a, a, 0, Ab, Ae , k) ,
S2(V) =(0, 0, a, ft-e , Ab + e , 0, k) .
This simplicial object I(Z)(A) is a 2-hypergroupoid, to make it a simplicial
object in commutative and unitary algebras we define products in leA) E9 K by
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and in A EEl ](A)2 E:B K, using the K-bilinear map (,): leA) x l(A)~ A;
(A
a
, Ab ) = -ab, by
(a, Ab , Aco k)(a', Ab " Ac" k')
=(aa' + (b + k)a' + a(b' + k') + <Ab , Ac ')
+ <Ac ' A b ,), Abb'+cb'+bc'+kb'+k'b' Acc'+kc'+k'c, kk') .
It is straightforward to see that A EEl l(A)2 EEl K:::1l(A) EEl K::::; K is a truncated
simplicial object in commutative and unitary algebras and also that the multiplica-
tive structure in A 3EEl I(A)3 EEl K induced by the bijection A3EEl l(A)3 EEl K ~
J1~(P)(A)) makes l(2)(A) a 2-hypergroupoid in commutative and unitary alge-
bras. Note that we have changed the formulas for the face and degeneracy
operator, in order to get an easier expression for the multiplicative structure in
l(2)(A).
As in the group case, for any commutative and unitary algebra S and a fixed
morphism p: S~ K, the equivalence relation in Tors~(S, ](2J(A)) described be-
fore Theorem 2.18 reduces to connexion, so Tors~[S, I(2\A)] is the set of
connected components of the category Tors~(S, l(2)(A)) and we have a natural
bijection
In the case of A being an algebra with trivial multiplication, the 2-hyper-
groupoid I(2)(A) is the Eilenberg-MacLane complex K(A XI X, 2) in the comma
category of commutative and unitary algebras over K and in this case
with A considered an S-module via p and And2 Andre's 2-cohomology group [1].
It is known that And2(S, A) classifies 2-fold extensions of S by A (also called
admissible sequences), Le., exact sequences of commutative algebras
IT qO~A~E~B~S~O
where B is unitary, q is a morphism of unitary algebras, E is a B-algebra (Le., a
morphism B~EndE(E) is given) and the conditions
(i) U(be) = bu(e) ,
(ii) IT(e)e' = ee' ,
(iii) ba = q(b)a ,
are satisfied (see [10] or [32]).
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By the same way as in Groups we are now going to extend this interpretation to
the case of A being a commutative algebra, with non-trivial multiplication.
Given p: S-? K, by Moore construction, the category l-HC(S) of l-hypercov-
erings of S is equivalent to the one whose objects are exact sequences of
commutative algebras o~ N~ E~ B~ S~ 0, where q is a mor-
phism of unitary algebras, E is a B-algebra and the condition U'(be) = bu(e) is
satisfied, and whose morphisms are commutative diagrams
with !t(be) = !o(bl!t(e). Also, by Moore construction, we obtain an equivalence
between the categories Tors~(S, jC2 l (A» and 2-Ext/S, A), the category whose
objects are exact sequences of commutative algebras
0---7A~E~B~S---i>O
with q a morphism of unitary algebras, E a B-algebra and the following conditions
are satisfied:
(a) U'(be) = bU'(e);
(b) ba = pq(b la;
(c) The morphism ¢: E -? EndA (A), given by ¢(e)(a) = ea, factors through
leA) and if X : E -? leA) is the factorization, then
(x(e), x(e'») = <T(ele, - ee'
(we will call such extensions non-singular 2-fold extensions).
The morphisms in 2-Ext/S, A) are commutative diagrams
O~A~E ~B ~S---i>O
II r f II
O~ A~ E' ---i> B' ---i> S--70
Theorem 4.6. There is a natural bijection H~(S, /(2JcA»p =2-Extp[S, A] where
2-ExtAS, A] is the set of connected components of 2-Extp (S, A). 0
The center of the abstract kernel (l2l(A), p: A -? K) is the S-module, via
p, Z(A) = {a E A: ab =0 for all bE A}, and the Obstruction of such an abstract
kernel is the zero element of H~(S, Z(A»p, so
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Theorem 4.7. Let A be a commutative algebra and p: S---,; K a morphism of
commutative and unitary algebras. Then, the set 2-Extp [S, A] is not empty and a
principal homogeneous space under the abelian group H~(S, Z(A))p ==
And2(S, Z(A)). 0
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